Law of Murrey

By T.H. Murrey

Law of Murrey: All markets want to run (up or down) with Murrey’s Harmonic Binary Progression: Major MM 1/8\(^{th}\) 12.50% then Binary Double: 12.50% = 25.00%: then it slows down ½ Note: 6.25% then ¼ Note: 3.125% = 34.375: 343.75: 3,437.50: 34,375.

Oct 09 1992 Murrey Discovers: Lucky 7 x 7 x 7 = (343) 343.75:* 

Oct 09 1999 S&P 500 Index 1,343.75: 
May 17 2012: S&P 500 Index 1,343.75 (remember)*

343 Opens the Window to Your Soul (should) you ever (need) require (1) One

“You didn’t build that: Somebody else made it happen for you”

New Birth: IPO Facebook: Symbol FB Opens: “tanks” at 343.75

Al Gore “built it” the Internet: AOL built Internet Messages: Google: Built Facebook, right?

90 Days $90.00 for Murrey’s Weekly S&P 500 Index Reversal Predictions

Happy Birthday “Baby Face” Book: Birth Crib length: 40.625 to 43.75

Facebook was born (inside) Murrey’s Profit Pie: 3.125* 40.625 (+) 3.125 = 43.75 so Murrey predicted at it Birth Day (actually) the day before every (exact) future low support for (FB) if it couldn’t hold support at (3.125) below Major MM 3/8\(^{th}\) (37.50) = 34.375.

Murrey opened his Facebook Page and wrote out every (exact) future lower price for Facebook, if it didn’t open up “alive” to its “hype” of it evolving into the next Google. Go and review them.

3 x 3 = 9 x 9 = 81 x 81 = 6561 = 3 Squared (8) Times Octave = Light
The MurreyMath Trading Frame software program will automatically decide for you if a market is Over Bought or Over Sold, and automatically display the Trading Strategy whenever the Daily Price Action.

The MurreyMath Trading Frame Software gives:

- All Gann Lines (8/8ths)
- All Vertical Time Lines
- All Squares in Time
- Entry Price Points
- Overbought/Oversold
- Set 5 Circles of Conflict
- Parallel Momentum Lines
- Set Speed Angles (7)
- Set Learning Mode Data
- Present “Best Entry Price”
- Present Daily Volume differential
- Sell 50% of Position Price Points

**Full Software Package $1000.00**
End-of-Day version includes: One Set of Software, Murrey Math Book, CD Learning Lessons & EMail Updates

- **Buy EOD Murrey Math Software $1000**
- **Buy RT Murrey Math Software $2750**
- **Buy 60-Day Trial of Program $250**
- **Buy Murrey Math Trading Book $78**
- **Buy Murrey Math Learning CD $150**

www.tradersworld.com

---

4 x 4 x 4 = 64: 5 x 5 x 5 = 125: 6 x 6 x 6 = 216: 7 x 7 x 7 = 343:
8 x 8 x 8 = 512: 9 x 9 x 9 = 729 x 9 = 6561 = Gray Light Vibrations

7 x 7 x 7 = 343 = speed of sound in air m/s*

Please don’t ask the obvious wrong question: “I was always told the sound Barrier was over 700 miles per hour. Duh like different stuff.

Music City Money Maker: Music Pitch 432 Hz creates Key C 256

Key C Vibration: 1: 2: 4: 8: 16: 32: 64:
128: 256 Vibrations = Key C
256 x 1.5 = 384: 576: 864: 1296: 1944:
2916: 4374: 6561 = Light

1939 Oct 09 Perfect Pitch set to 437.50 Cycles per second
437.50 = MM Major 3/8th (125 x 3) = 375 (+) ½ Note: 625 = 437.50

1966 Beach Boys Brian Wilson created 6th most loved song: Good: Good: Good Vibrations set to 432 Vibrations per second.

T. Henning Murrey 1959 Oct 09th to 17th “saw and remembered” the musical pitch 437.50 from the 1920’s to 1939 Oct 09th when they moved up (+) 3.125 cycles to 440.625. Europe resisted, but the King of Rock and Roll: Elvis moved up the cycles to match up with his gyrating “knees” when he sang xxx.

1959 Oct 09th at 17 Yrs Old: T. Henning Murrey “discovered” all markets could be “proven” inside Right Triangle: 111 = 1 – 10 -100
Side A = 1 Side B = 1 Side C = 1 =
1 …………256: Octave Laterally Binary Double

3………6561: Octave Diagonal Square 3 or Square Root 81 - 9 = 3

1959 Oct 09th Murrey converts Pi = 3.14 to M’$pie = 3.125

Time set to Pi = 3.14 and Price set to M’$pie = 3.125

1992 Oct 09th to 1993 Oct 09th T. Henning Murrey “discovered” the Harmonic “Pipe” 3/8th and 5/8th to be 12.50% on either side of its largest “most current” Internal Harmonic Fractal MM 4/8th which will always be divisible by 3.125 or its Musical Note: ½: ¼: 1/8: 1/16: 1/32: 1/64th which is the Eye of Horus = Feminine Truth Over Time

MM Major 3/8th = Fractal 37.50 / Major MM 5/8th = Fractal 62.50

Practical Use of Murrey’s Discovery: “All markets moving up to and “touching” or moving above 34.375 is required to (not) close below 34.375 or it will fall in the future, even if it runs up after closing below it toward: 28.125: 25.00: 21.875: 18.75: 17.1875: 15.625: 12.50: Failure at 12.50: 10.9375: 9.375: 7.8125: 6.25: 3.125

In rare cases, your market may fall to 1.5625 then reverse up.

90 Days $90.00 for Murrey’s Weekly S&P 500 Index Reversal Predictions

Murrey’s Law: All markets want to run up or down 12.50% then run an additional (+) 12.50%, so it a any market runs up and starts falling and it falls 12.50% x 8 = 100% it would stall after it fell 112.50% and try and reverse up (+) MM 1/8th or 2/8th, then up ½ Note: 6.25 then up (+) 3.125 to 34.375.

Murrey proved any market closing below 34.375 will eventually fall lower to the MM Trading Lines already listed.

1992 – 1993: MBA Professor (now) at Vanderbilt University’s Business School wrote the VIX Index and when you set his Fear and Panic Indicator (inside) Murrey’s Trading System Software Program: end of day or real time, you will “see and remember” after Murrey shows you, when the price of the VIX Index moves up toward 34.375 the Dow 30 Index: the S&P 500 Index: and the S&P 100 Index want to reverse strong. Please review the MM Charts.

Question: How can there be any random market reverses: when every major reverse is signaled by the VIX Index and Murrey Math % off the last highs or lows or off any Major MM Trading Line?

Original Birth (of) Murrey The Math Trading System

T. Henning Murrey: Nashville: Oct 09 1992 – Oct 09 1993 was “invited” to the “club on the “bully yard” by (6) rich grandmothers, to create a simple trading system which would cover the same rules for all markets and preset small (exact) losses per trade and include only (64) rules or one to be “seen, learned and remembered” once a week. They wanted give a Lasting “present” to their Trust Fund grandchildren how to measure extremes ( highs and lows) off 5th grade math.

Nashville “rich” went bankrupt 1929
Nashville “rich” lost (-) 43.75% in 1972 to 1973
Nashville “rich” lost (-) 62.50% in four weeks: 1987 crash
Nashville “rich” lost (-) 50% from 2000 to 2002 E Commerce Crash
Nashville “rich” lost (-) 62.50% from 2007
to 2009
Nashville “rich” lost (-) 25% from May 02 2010 to Oct 04 2011

Every Nashville Money Manager Expert “preaches” Fun Duh Mentals for investing. Why would you endorse any method which can’t tell you “exit.”

Six “rich” Nashville women asked Murrey (just) three questions?
Are you expected to lose (-) 50% and wait for it to come back to even?
Why didn’t high price with great Fun Duh Mentals signal (Just) one crash?
Why extremely negative Fun Duh Mentals signal (Just) one reverse up?

Murrey Math “back tested” to 1990 Oct 09th forward now 22 years.

Cut to the Simple way to “get it:” Murrey Math:
Is it free?
How does it work?
What if you are poor?
How much does it cost?
Where can I steal a knockoff of your system?
Why do you have 1,250,000 references on Google?
Why don’t brokerage houses mention you although they use it?
How were you able to figure it out by just looking at 125 charts?
Why don’t all the USA Business Schools use your trading system?
90 Days $90.00 for Murrey’s Weekly S&P 500 Index Reversal Predictions

1997 Dec 25th Murrey gives his friends and family free gift: MM
Dec 1997 S&P 500 Index trading at MM 0/8th at 750.00 and its MM 8/8th at 1,000.
Murrey told his close friends and relatives to expect the S&P 500 Index to move higher if and when it could close above 906.25 then it would want to move up toward 968.750 or 1,000. Murrey continued: if it closes above 906.25, it will make a Harmonic MM Frame Shift and we will “see and remember” 1,000 as our 8/8.

Murrey warned everyone if and when the S&P 500 Index closed above MM (+) 2/8\textsuperscript{th} at 1,062.50, it would make another MM Frame Shift higher and now 1,250 will be our New MM 8/8\textsuperscript{th}. If we close higher (?) we would “see” MM 8/8\textsuperscript{th} at 1,375 and if we close higher (?) we would see MM 8/8\textsuperscript{th} at 1,500.00.

Result: Please look at the three different USA Time Frames for the S&P 500 Index and you will “see” Dec. 1997: MM 0/8\textsuperscript{th} at 750: next

Oct 09 2002 lows with S&P 500 Index MM 0/8\textsuperscript{th} at 750.00 and 2008 Oct 09\textsuperscript{th} lows with S&P 500 Index MM 0/8\textsuperscript{th} at 750: finally everyone knows and remembers the S&P 500 Index lows at 666 (near) 656.25 with MM 0/8\textsuperscript{th} at 750.00. What are the odds the S&P 500 Index is trading off the same MM Trading Lines Murrey placed in his book in 1992 – ‘93 forward: 1997: 1998: 1999: 2000: 2005 up to 2009 lows

How did Murrey “figure it out”?


It was trading (inside) MM 0/8\textsuperscript{th} at 50.00 to MM 8/8\textsuperscript{th} at 150.00.

5\textsuperscript{th} Grade Math Logic: Moron City University

50.00 (+) 100.00 = 150.00

50.00 to 100.00 = Decimal to Right Logic:
500 to 1,000

July 15th to 17th 1993 HCA Reborn (Birth)
Day Open Price 28.125
25.00 MM 0/8th to 50.00 MM 8/8th = 5th Grade Math Logic:

Oct 09th 1993 HCA trading (near) 25.00 (off by 39.0625 cents x 2 = 78.125 cents (remember) .78125: 7.8125: 78.125: (781.25)*

Johnny Carson defined Insanity: “marrying the same women who had the same 1st names as the last one looked (exactly) like the one before her: or repeating the same failed behavior’s results.”

1993: T. Henning Murrey “discovers” the HCA 10% Loss Rule: 5% Rule: 2.50% or 1.5% Rule when the stock was trading at 31.25*

Maximum loss per trade or investment should (not) exceed 3.125.

3.125: 1.5625: .78125: or .390625 cents per trade.

FS: Facebook New IPO: has lost almost 50% and Mark Zuckerberg flew to Germany cashing in his billions with his new wife.

90 Days $90.00 for Murrey’s Weekly S&P 500 Index Reversal Predictions

Spring 1999: Murrey joins Nashville, TN Chamber of Commerce

August 1999: T. Henning Murrey attends Chamber New Member Meeting at City Club and they asked Murrey what he did and he replied: Predict the future of any (all) markets set to Musical Octave. They asked him to predict future of Dow 30 Index: S&P 500 Index and the S&P 100 Index and Gold and Silver.

Murrey told several “new members” to
exit the USA stock market when the S&P 500 Index got up to 1,562.50. They didn’t (even) know what the S&P 500 Index “represented.”

They said: “Please, could you dumb it down for us, what price will the Dow 30 Index top out (at) ?”

Murrey told them: “11,718.75 or 11,875 or 12,500.”

They all laughed and retorted: “Yeah well my child or any of my bar room geniuses can give me three answers to any question and be as close as what you (just) said.”

Historical Side Note: 01.04 2000 ATH for Dow 30 Index at 11,718.75
Historical Side Note: 01.14 2000 ATH for Dow 30 Index at 11,875.00

Dow Transports Theory: The Transports “tanked” 01.04.2000 and the Dow 30 Index took ten days more to follow its sell off signal.*

*No experts use the Dow Transports Theory since it till works.

Murrey said: “Well the low support of the S&P 100 Index on March 24 1900 was 156.25, so expect a strong sell off March 24 2000. This will be an end of a Ten Year Up - Cycle for the USA Economy.”

The came back to Murrey: “So give us three numbers you expect the S&P 500 Index to reverse down from, although we (even) know what it is.”

Murrey said: The Bush Family Mars War 17 Yr Cycle started Oct 11 1990, so the Oct 09 1990 price of the S&P 500 Index was at 312.50: which is a Murrey Math Binary 12.50% or 125 (+(+) a 2nd Binary Double: 125
= 250 and once any market moves up (+) MM Major 2/8\textsuperscript{th} 250: it wants to make a Murrey Math Regression: \( \frac{1}{2} \) Note: 625, so we add 250 to 62.50 = 312.50, so we multiply it times 3: 4: or 5 = 1,562.50.”

Murrey told them: “expect the US Dollar Index to crash in 2000: crude oil to fall: Gold and Silver to move higher and the USA stock market to fall hard and fast 03.24 2000.” All of them happened.

The New Chamber Members (later) stopped (back) by after having some food and beverages and smiled and said: “we have made (over)

312.50% profits from doing absolutely nothing but waking up for the last nine (8) years under the “love and guidance” of Bill Clinton who singled handedly hired more people than any US President and in 1999 was successful in resending the 1935 Glass Stiegel Act, so small regional banks can invest in “high risk” low profit potential real estate loans and cause the coming 102 Housing Cycle to reappear with a banking Crash, which will spiral down our mutual funds, so our retirement monies will evaporate and we will “confirm” that Long Term Buy and Hold was invented to watch your free profits evaporate then come back even, when you retire. We will stick with the unknown and let Fate deal us our “just” rewards.” They didn’t remember 1987: 1973: 1929: 1893.

Murrey never (ever) went back to another Nashville Chamber of Commerce Meeting at the City Club, after Murrey saw they were too far ahead of him to trade off 5\textsuperscript{th} grade rules: Kno Mor Fun Duh Mentals and quickly forgot the Dow 30 Index fell to 7,187.50 on Oct 09 2002 after a drop of (-) 3,750 Major 3/th (+) 937.50 (1/2 Note: 625 (+) ¼ Note: 312.50) = 4,687.50: remember now?

West Coast Mentality: Tell Me Anything
New (as long as) it’s based on 5th Grade Math and it allows me to make fast bucks

East Coast Mentality: All Markets Random (and) our brokerage house spends millions each year “preaching” it each quarter, so you don’t catch on that it ain’t really random.

Go West Young Man: quote by Hennie Youngman

Please review MM Chart: S&P 500 Index Oct 09 1999


You see (23) intraday: pivots, stalls, reverses or closes (exactly) off MM 1/8th
5 x 3.125 = 15.625: 156.25: 1,562.50 (remember)*

What goes around comes (back) around: right?

May 17th 2012 S&P 500 Index trading at 1,343.75

17 straight trading days this market intraday: pivots, stalls, reverses or closes reversed (22) times MM 1/8th = 7.8125 points.

What kind of “Random Lie Theory” could you contrive to prove the S&P 500 Index is random, when every broker in the trading and investing world “sees” the (exact) same MM trading lines as recorded every day in every USA Public Library?

Beverly Hills, CA Murrey Math Classes: Oct 09 1999

S&P 500 Index at 1,343.75 so Murrey told 26 “paying” MM Students to add (from) his Birthday: 1,343.75 (+) Major MM 1/8th Whole Note: 125: (+) ½ Note: 62.50: (+) ¼ Note: 31.25 = (93.75) + (218.75) + 1,343.75 = 1,562.50

Murrey (continued) the lows after his Birthday would be: 1,250, or 15.625 below 1,250 = 1,234.375, which it did (exactly). It would reverse up (2) Major MM 1/8th 125 x
\[
\frac{2}{8} = 250.00 + \frac{1}{2} \text{ Note: } 62.50 = 1,562.50
\]

1986 Oct 09\textsuperscript{th} S&P 500 Index Price at 237.50 and Aug 25 1987 Price 337.50

Oct 1986 lows at 231.25 (off) 18.75 from Murrey’s Binary Double: 250.00

100 Points “run up” in the S&P 500 Index in one year = Sell Sell Sell

Oct 09 1986 the Dow 30 Index at 1,750 and it went up (+) 56.25\% and on Aug 25\textsuperscript{th} 1987 it was up at 2,734.375 and crashed two weeks after the “fiddle player” took over the Federal Reserve: Alan Green (jeans) Span.

Law of Murrey: All markets want ot move up (+) MM Major 2/8\textsuperscript{th}:

Answer: 1,250 (+) 1,250 = 2,500.

Any normal, sane human could “see” and remember August 25\textsuperscript{th} 1987 when the Dow 30 Index hit 2,500 for the 1\textsuperscript{st} time (earlier) in the summer.

Every Long Term Buy and Hold Random Guess Investing “Guru” was “preaching” we are up (over) (+) 50\% in one year and its never been done before, so let’s try for 75\% or as much as 100\% then exit with 12.50\%.

Larry Pappel (top) 50 Tennessee Lawyers and his wife Elizabeth lived three doors from T. Henning Murrey who lived at # 340 and (8) doors from Carol Carter who worked with Eddie Jerrnigan who was hired by Joe Cowell and the y were commodity traders with Live Hogs and Cotton.

1986 Oct (lows): Predicts the Highs:

231.25 = 125 (+) 62.50 (+) 31.25 (+) 12.50

125 = Major MM 1/8\textsuperscript{th}: 62.50 = Major MM 5/8\textsuperscript{th}: 31.25 = Binary 15.625: 12.50 = 12.50\% = 1\textsuperscript{st} Harmonic MM 8/8\textsuperscript{th} = 12.50\%: 346.875*
*1986 Oct 09\textsuperscript{th} S&P 500 Index at 237.50 and Murrey “lives” at # 340 in the “Slums of Belle Meade and Aug 25 1987 ATH for S&P 500 Index at 337.50*

*337.50 (+) 6.25 = 343.75 (off) 340.625 by 3.125*

BYE Buy Miss American Pi: 3.14 1*

The USA Stock Market has never (ever) been random, as long as we live in this Universe, we are beating (breathing) toward or against 60 heart beats per second which creates Pi = 3.14.*

Which comes 1\textsuperscript{st} the Chicken or the Chicken Soup for dummies?
If the 1\textsuperscript{st} human in whatever form was around at the 1\textsuperscript{st} Pi = 3.14 it would “represent” 111: 1 Being 60 seconds x 60 minutes x 24 hours = 1 Solar Yr:
10 Solar Yrs = 1 and 100 Solar yrs = 1 which totaled up = 3.1415

If everything were (really) random, how could you find the diameter of the Sun and the Moon (inside) the right triangle: Side A = 1 Side B = 1 side C = 1

111 Triangle expanded out ot the right = 1 to 256 then down to 6561 = Light

1987 Aug 25\textsuperscript{th}: Murrey’s daughter at (17) years old came home from high school and reported at dinner time, she and Todd Milsap* were told not to laugh out loud at hearing the S&P 500 Index almost at 340 on an ATH with the Dow 30 Index at 2,734.375. They laughed since the Dow 30 Index was off 3,437.50 by 703.125 x 2 = 1,406.25 = 12.50% (1,250) x 1.125% (+) 156.25 = 1,406.25 = 14.0625 is the age Jesus Born to his Mother Mary: she moved in with Joseph’s family at 9.375 and after 3/8\textsuperscript{th} Time: 1.5625 x 3 = 4.6875 Yr Cycle gave Birth to He who died at 34.375 Yrs Old? Check what Newton said.

1992 Oct 09 to 1993 Oct 09 Murrey proved all markets reverse off M’$pie = 3.125 or 3.125 x 5 = 15.625: 1.5625: 156.25: 1,562.50 or 15,625

1992 – 1993 Nashville Murrey spoke to no one and “saw”343.75
Murrey Math “discovers” Musical Pitch
Binary Regression Ratio: 1.50
1/64\textsuperscript{th} = The Lost Truth = The Lost Sound:
1.5625: 15.625: 156.25: 1,562.50

18.75 Binary MM 1/8\textsuperscript{th} = 2.34375
1.5625 x 1.50 = 2.34375

2.34375 x 8 = 18.75
5 x 5 = 25 x 5 = 125 x 5 = 625 x 5 = 3,125
x 5 = 15,625

15,625 = G-d expressed in squares as reported in the Book: Wisdom of Enoch

03 08 2000 Nashville, TN

President Barry Obama Elected # 44 USA President: and the US stock market at 9,687.50 and it fell 312.50 x 5 = 1,562.50
x 2 = 3,125 on 03.09.2009 at 6,666 (near) 6,562.50 and (then) it reversed up 312.50 x 5 = 1,562.50 x 5 = 6,250 on May 01 2011 at 12,812.50 on May Pole Day for Labor Union Workers.

1993 to 1994 T. Henning Murrey at house # 340 set up every (exact) future price of every market traded off Base Ten (not) Hang Tin.

Murrey’s Book: $ 312.50 sorry Poor People join a Kristian Communist Collective and share Murrey’s book or just steal it off the book shelf.

G-d Expressed in Harmonic Numbers:
15,625: 1,562.50: 156.25: 1.5625

156.25 Double Bottom March 24 1990
Start (of) Last Up 17 Yr Cycle

156.25 (+) 687.50 = 843.75
Please look at the MM chart of the S&P 100 Index

10 Yr Trading Cycle: 1990 to 2000: 156.25 (+) 343.75 x 2 = 687.50 x 2 = 843.75

Murrey Math Harmonic 4/8th: 50: 500: 5,000: 50,000*

*Murrey “discovered” 10.09 to 10.09 1993 the markets are (not) reversing off the extreme random Panic lows or the extreme “good news”

Please look at the MM chart of the S&P 100 Index

1990 March 24 Double Bottom (of) S&P 100 Index Price at 156.25
156.25 (+) 343.75 = 500.00 – (+) 343.75 = 843.75 ATH 03.24 2000

S&P 100 Index
Bus # 41 to Bush #43: Mars War 17 Cycle
1990 to 2007 = 17 Yr Cycle
Range: 156.25 to 843.75 = 343.75 x 2 = 687.50 or Major MM 5/8th 625 (+) 62.50

US Public Schools afraid to show poor dropout students the 17 Yr War Cycle:

---

x 2 = 3,125 on 03.09.2009 at 6,666 (near) 6,562.50 and (then) it reversed up 312.50 x 5 = 1,562.50 x 5 = 6,250 on May 01 2011 at 12,812.50 on May Pole Day for Labor Union Workers.

Luck or Ko En Sea Dense
March 14 2011 Tsunami Japan
Nikkei 224 Index was trading at 9,687.50 and it fell 312.50 x 5 = 1,562.50 points to 7,812.50

312.50 1990 Oct 09th (250.00 + ½ Note: 62.50) 312.50 x 5 = 1,562.50
July 17th 2007 S&P 500 Index at 1,562.50
Double Top = Sell
Oct 09th 2007 S&P 500 Index at 1,562.50
triple Top = Sell

03.24.2000 then 07.17.2007 to 10.09.2007
= Triple Top S&P 500 at 1,562.50
Triple Top Sell Signal (on) ATH = hello exit with huge profits*

2002 Oct 09th S&P 500 Index lows at 781.25
781.25 x 2 = 1,562.50 (exactly) 5 Yr Cycle
(later) 2007 Oct 09th

S&P 100 Index
343.75 x MM binary Double = 687.50*

*9.84375% (of) All Market Experts didn’t “see or remember” 687.50
687.50 Point Move up ended (on) March 24
2000: Irvine, Ca

Murrey’s Law of Fives: 5’s
5: 50: 500: 5,000: 50,000

1990 to 2012 S&P 100 Index trading on either side Mm Major 4/8th 500*

---

x 2 = 3,125 on 03.09.2009 at 6,666 (near) 6,562.50 and (then) it reversed up 312.50 x 5 = 1,562.50 x 5 = 6,250 on May 01 2011 at 12,812.50 on May Pole Day for Labor Union Workers.

1993 to 1994 T. Henning Murrey at house # 340 set up every (exact) future price of every market traded off Base Ten (not) Hang Tin.

Murrey’s Book: $ 312.50 sorry Poor People join a Kristian Communist Collective and share Murrey’s book or just steal it off the book shelf.

G-d Expressed in Harmonic Numbers:
15,625: 1,562.50: 156.25: 1.5625

156.25 Double Bottom March 24 1990
Start (of) Last Up 17 Yr Cycle

156.25 (+) 687.50 = 843.75
Please look at the MM chart of the S&P 100 Index

10 Yr Trading Cycle: 1990 to 2000: 156.25 (+) 343.75 x 2 = 687.50 x 2 = 843.75

Murrey Math Harmonic 4/8th: 50: 500:
5,000: 50,000*

*Murrey “discovered” 10.09 to 10.09 1993 the markets are (not) reversing off the extreme random Panic lows or the extreme “good news”

Please look at the MM chart of the S&P 100 Index

1990 March 24 Double Bottom (of) S&P 100 Index Price at 156.25
156.25 (+) 343.75 = 500.00 – (+) 343.75 = 843.75 ATH 03.24 2000

S&P 100 Index
Bus # 41 to Bush #43: Mars War 17 Cycle
1990 to 2007 = 17 Yr Cycle
Range: 156.25 to 843.75 = 343.75 x 2 = 687.50 or Major MM 5/8th 625 (+) 62.50

US Public Schools afraid to show poor dropout students the 17 Yr War Cycle:
Oct 09 = 153 “Fish” Mars War Cycle S&P 500 at 1,562.50

S&P 100 Index
Any Public School 5th Grader* could go to any Public Library or any “local” university and ask them to show them the two extremes from 1990 to 2007 and they will “confirm” MM 156.25 to 843.75 = 687.50 = 343.75 x 2

Please don’t ask your 5th grader to ask: Mutual Fund Salespersons: stock brokers: Hedge Fund Money Managers: Financial Planners: TV Financial Gurus why the S&P 100 Index is reversing off the same two rational Fractals since they are “brain washed” to tell you all markets random.

Me / Myself / I WED: Triangle begging: Give it to me free
Want: Expect Demand Everything Free Ride across Hades River

30 Day Free Trial of can I just give it back to you?

Ask your ex wife or all you ex girl friends to give you back all her shoes, clothes, cars, trips, jewelry, watches and beauty salon trips: what’s up?

No sane human ever saw any value in anything given free, when they are lying and have a pocket full of money to go gambling twice a year, right?

Kno Mor Fun Duh Mentals Kneaded when you use MM Fractal 15.625

Murrey Math 5th Grade Logic allows you to exit Mutual Funds with Profits

“You didn’t build that: Somebody else made it happen for you”

Hello: Wake up Folks: No one (ever) tried to “see” the Dow 30 Index and the S&P 500 Index reverse off: the exact Fractal (of) the S&P 100 Index until T. Henning Murrey read Gann’s book, and he never revealed how he did it 1992.

T. Henning Murrey asked 1250 men with big money if they traded off highest odds % runs would determine when to exit or Basic Accounting Balance Sheets and they confirmed no one had ever attempted to “figure out” why the markets fall or rise, much less if any one number signals all lower lows.

Murrey’s law of Contradiction: It is easier to tell a “lie” ten times and make everyone accept it as the Truth, but the Simples Truth shown 100 times will go away as magic or higher math (and) we know who hates higher math.

Murrey’s law of Contradiction: If everyone says all markets random by nature, then nothing is random by nature.*

# 01 Example: Ezekiel quoted Man’s Fate (of) Time to 86,400: (60 x 60 x 24)
Explain to your child why luck set the diameter of the Sun to the seconds x minutes x hours in one day of the Earth’s rotation: start now or they tell you.

# 02: All markets when they move up to 34.375: 343.75: 3,437.50: 34,375 and fall, then they fall lower, in the future even if they
short term reverse up.

Example: 34.375 Failure and it went lower (just) as 5th Grade Physics proved
500 E Commerce stocks after March 24 2000 with P/E Ratios as high as 1,406


Free: Free: Free At Last: Please cut this MM Master Frame and Memorize it

MMM MMMMM
S&P 100 Index: 1990 through 2012 still in the same MM Harmonic Octave
Murrey Math Trading Frame For “Winners”

Profits Octave:
MM 7/8th = 875.00
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 859.375
MM Minor Minor 50% = 843.75 = March 24 2000 ATH

Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 828.125
MM 50% = 812.50
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 796.875
MM Minor Minor 50% = 781.25
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 765.625
MM 6/8th = 750.00
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 734.375 Highs

Oct 09 2007
MM Minor 50% = 718.75
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 703.125
MM 50% = 687.50
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 671.875
MM Minor Minor 50% = 656.25
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 640.625 = Aug 03 2012 Highs

MM 5/8th = 625.00 = Major Top of the Pipe
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 609.375
MM Minor 50% = 593.75
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 578.125

MM 50% = 562.50
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 546.875
MM Minor Minor 50% = 531.25
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 515.625
MM 4/8th = 500.00
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 484.375
MM Minor Minor 50% = 468.75
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 453.125
MM Minor 50% = 437.50
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 421.875
MM Minor Minor 50% = 406.25
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 390.625
MM 3/8th = 375.00 = Major Bottom of the Pipe
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 359.375
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 328.125
MM Minor 50% = 312.50 = Lows March 09 2009
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 296.875
MM Minor Minor 50% = 281.25
MM 2/8th = 250.00
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 234.375
MM Minor 50% = 218.75
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 203.125
MM 50% = 187.50
Harmonic Fractal: 15.625 = 171.875
MM Minor Minor 50% = 156.25 = Low Double Bottom March 24 1990
MM 3/8th = 142.1875

Murrey Math Trading Frame For “Winners”
Profits Trading Octave: 1990

Please show your money manager you know what they know and refuses to tell you: the markets are (not) random, but (inside) MM trading Frame.

Every USA Bank Branch has a licensed Money manager financial advisor, so show them and they will (still) tell you they can’t tell you to exit with profits.
Every Rookie MM Student “knows and remembers” every (exact) reverse of the S&P 100 Index (back) starting on the 17 Yr Mars War Cycle: Oct 09 1990 to March 24 2000:

Proof: Oct 09 1990 to Aug 03 2012 every (exact) reverse of the S&P 100 Index is set to 15,625: 1,562.50: 156.25: 15.625 (+) ½: ¼: 1/8: 1/16: 1/32: 1/64

Any 5th Grader can look at the S&P 100 Index (over) the past 22 years in a row and the reverses of the S&P 500 Index and Dow 30 Index have to reverse with every reverse of the S&P 100 Index with (no) exception ever into future.

156.25 (+) 687.50 = 843.75 and 687.50 + Major MM 5/8th 625 (+) ½ Note: 62.50
843.75 to 312.50 (-) 531.25 = Major MM 4/8th 500 (+)¼ Note: 31.25

USA Public School 5th Graders are required to “see and remember” (only) 48 Murrey Math Lines and count MM 3/8th and 5/8th moves and go home and force their “Loser” Parents to exit with “tax free” profits or to Buy S&P 500 ETF Short Indexes. Ask 1,562,500 Adults with a job and 2,343,750 University trained out of work temporary “losers” why they are (both) “too busy” to memorize (only) 48 MM trading Lines to signal the reverses for the S&P 100.

VIX: Indicator “Lovers” Delight: March 24 2011 to Aug 03 2012:
100 reverses (inside) the Murrey Math Trading System Software Program

The Murrey Math trading System Software Program: March 24 2011 to Aug 03 2012: 100 reverses (inside) the Murrey Math EOD Software Program*

Steal Away into the Night: VIX Index and Murrey Math Trading Lines.*

MBA Professor: VU Business School wrote Fear and Greed VIX Index: 1993
MBA Professor: T. Henning Murrey wrote Murrey Math System: 1993

Want to look at 100 reverses (in) the VIX Index and Dow 30 Index?
Please send us $9.37. Please go to: www.murreymath.com and find Pay Pal.

MITA University: est 1992 – ‘93 Nashville, Tennessee 37212 (15)
Internet Campus: 1717 17th Ave South
President: 1992 at 60 Years old: MBA Professor: T. Henning Murrey

Purpose (of) Murrey’s Institute of Technical Analysis: 1992 – ‘93 Nashville

Ward off Ponzi Scheme frauds who take money and promise 10% per annum
3rd grade or 5th grade education required to make fast profits and relax up

The Purpose of coming to MITA University: Make the most money, in the shortest period of time with the least knowledge and Kno Mor Fun Duh Mentals just a MM Chart.*
Wall Street Brokerage Houses spend (average) 15.625 million per year advertising the markets are random by nature and you and they are happy to let the Winds of Fate give them a big “pay day” or lose as they have since March 24 2000 ATH with the S&P 100 Index at 843.75: the S&P 500 Index at 1,562.50: Dow 30 Index at 11,718.75 / 11,875.

Fun Duh Mentals never (ever) signaled when to sell off a “winner,” or when to enter a “Loser” since it low enough and cheap enough to “Buy In Again.”

MM Traders: 7,031 Murrey’s Master “traders” Graduates with (k no w) BS Degree

Planet: Mars War Cycle = Pi (3.14) 3,141 x 2 = 6,282 Day Cycle = 17 Yr GOP Cycle

Bush # 41 to Bush # 43 Mars War 17 Yr Cycle
Oct 11 1990 to Oct 11 2007 = 17 Yr Cycle
Oct 11 1990 Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75 x (5) = 11,718.75 (x) 6 = 14,062.50

Aug 01 2012: CNBC TV and White House report 23,437,500 citizens don’t want a job
Aug 01 2012: Weekly Jobless Rate: 375,000 and March 09 2009 Weekly Rate 375,000
Aug 03 2012 62.50% eligible Americans work each week and 37.50% Lay By and Waste

Oct 09 1959 USA handled 62.50% of the known world’s wealth (coming in and going out).

Oct 09 1861 USA: Nashville, TN 62.50% of its wealth coming through Nashville banks

Obama Care passed as a small Tax will generate 1.5625 Trillion Free Dollars to Nashville
18.75 months (from) today Nashville Area will “see” 250 multi millionaires moving to town

New Gang coming to Nashville: Dalton Gang replaces Jesse James Gang

Dalton Gang along with “quick draw” Paul Tudor Jones will run out of town the Long Term Random Guess too slow or too busy to Pull the Trigger Investors, who just stand by and watch huge profits die in the graveyard.

Rodin’s The Thinker: carved to Ponder “Richer Life” at the Doors to the Gates of Hell Elbow Macaroni set at 38.1% and Knee Slapping Humorous set at .618%

Book of Numbers and Birth of your Market determine its (exact) future Octaves: %

Nashville Native: T. Henning Murrey born (on) Oct 09 1942
Vanderbilt University Hospital then taken to 1906 15th Ave south then to “City Projects” 1546 9th Ave North (across) from Werthan Bag Factory at 1546 9th Ave North across the street from Buena Vista Elementary School

Great Grandfather: Ethelbert Murrey: Nashville: 1861 Civil War “baby”
G: Grandfather: Nashville: 1837 Born (into) USA Bank Collapse “baby”
G: G: G: Dr. Henning Henning MD: Nashville: 1820 Battle of New Orleans “baby”
G: G: G: G Dr. Henning MD: came from Philadelphia, Pa……1797

3rd Doctor (in) Nashville: Dr Henning MD: 1799 at Lot # 34 Market Street

Every Nashville real estate “salesperson” since 1803 knows the 1st brick House built in Nashville, Tennessee at Lot # 34 at the top of Market Street (now) 2nd Ave was built by Dr. Henning MD. Across the street from the “whipping post” and Nashville Inn.

The Henning House Mansion (four) rooms: was across the street from the Nashville Inn. Henning House stood for 96.875 years and once used a “free” house for “poor.”

Dr Henning MD: German Jewish doctor from Germany to Pennsylvania then Nashville. 1840’s Russian Jews migrated (chased out of) Russia to USA: Nashville.

Dr Henning MD was “present” after the shooting (of) Andy Jackson by Charles Dickinson.

Dr Henning MD was at home when Mexican “leader” Santa Ana spent two weeks across the street at the Nashville Inn.

Dr Henning MD at home when The Marquis De Lafayette “visited” with Andrew Jackson and stayed at the Nashville Inn and (he) Lafayette fought for “free” under Washington.

Andrew Jackson was shot by the Benton Boys from Kentucky. Three doctors tried to stop the bleeding: Dr. Henning MD was one of the three doctors.

Dr Henning MD “followed” Andrew Jackson and John Overton to West Tennessee and went up 50 miles above Memphis to become Henning, Tennessee.


Henning, Tennessee “most famous” Citizen: Alex Haley
Henning, Tennessee “most hated” Citizen: Earl the Pearl Haliburton

MITA University’s Mission: “Coach” rich, high IQ, “traders” to increase wealth ASAP MITA University’s Goal: Develop the simplest method to make the most money in the shortest period of time without having to read or Kno Mor Fun Duh Mentals: just look at a Murrey Math Chart and trade off the extremes and exercise and enjoy time with friends and family and forget about news: gossip: inside information and Long Term Strategy.


Murrey’s Institute of Technical Analysis: Internet Campus adjacent to: MT3: BLV: Middle Tennessee Truth Triangle: Belmont: Lipscomb: Vanderbilt
Off Campus “live” 3 Day Classes: since 1996: Murrey has “coached” classes in: France: Australia: Germany: England: Mexico: Canada:


CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange: “coached” Floor traders with Murrey Math System
CBOT: Chicago Board Trade met with Chairman Patrick Arbor
CBOE: Chicago Board of Options Exchange: “coached” floor Traders MM Options

Commodity Managers Convention: Dallas, Texas April 13, 2007
9:00 am Murrey told the group the exact high Price and Time for Dow 30 Index and S&P 500 Index to stall and fall: on Time Oct 09 2007 and Dow 30 Index at 14,062.50 and the Double Top ATH for the S&P 500 Index at 1,562.50. The group got mad when Murrey told the exact price and date: 1,562.50 and on his Birthday: Oct 09 2007. They held a secret meeting and told Murrey (not to) ask to join their Late Indicator Group.

How did Murrey do it? Predict exact future highs off Price and Time?

Answer: Murrey’s Law of Musical Fifths (Physics) = 5th Grade Physics

USA has dropped lower, again to 25th in the world in Public Education.

MITA University was created for those people (of) any age (over) the fifth grade, who wants to make huge profits in the shortest period of time with the least amount or reading.

2012: Summer School Classes: Internet Campus or “local” coffee shop
Contact us: trading@murreymathforum.com or murrey17@murreymath.com

Question: How hard is it to learn or be “coached” to use your system?
Answer: 3.125 hours or 3.125 Days: or 3.125 months: 3.125 years: it’s up to your brain

Question: Why the large spread in the Time to learn to trade your system?
Answer: Women with no formal education in trading learn to trade ten times faster than those who have already been “brainwashed” to their particular way to lose investing.

Socrates World Soul Number # 512*
*Atlantis Citizens passed down to Socrates and it was mentioned in the New Testament. 256 = Key C x 2 (Binary Double) = 512

Key C = 256 Vibrations: so Binary Double = 512, right? You must say out loud “yes.”

Gann discovered with 3rd grade education all Price and Time will equate in the future. 1929 to 2007 = 78.125 Yr Cycle 78.125 x 365.25 = 28,535.15625

Yen and Yang: 28,535.15625 = 14,267.578125 (+) 14,267.578125

Luck or Ko En See Dense: 1929 ATh 381.25 and Murrey’s Fractal 375.00
375 x 375 = 140,625: 14,062.50 and 2007 Oct 09 Dow 30 Index (open) 14,062.50 and
Oct 11 2007 Dow 30 Index ATH “touch” high: 14,218.75

*Made to form what appears to be the All Seeing Eye: One World Order*

Swastika from India 1875 BC and Mayan Culture 700 AD was adopted by Hitler, so the three groups would be afraid and cringe at the sight of it and fall in line with his truth.

A: represents the Triangle with its angles equal to 180 degrees = Flat Line across Serpent.*
  *Serpent repeats Milky Way every 25,920 Yr Solar Cycle

Question: did President Obama and Rush Limbaugh mention the 234.375 Yr Cycle lately?

Irvine, California: March 24 2000
Crystal Hotel: conference Room with 56 (paying) students Murrey “presented” the 156.25 Yr Cycle and theorized the 234.375 Yr Cycle as 156.25 + 78.125 = 234.375 Yr Cycle

Murrey’s Ice Age: Cycle 10,000 Yr Cycle: 1/8th = 1,250 Yr Cycle by 1/8th = 156.25
  Murrey’s Refraction (of) Light Kelvins: 3,750 (by) 1/3 = 1,250 by 1/8th = 156.25 set against 43.75 Degree Angle

Boston cream pie / Tea Pee Party: 12 17 1773 (+) 156.25 Yr Cycle = Crash 1929 (+)
  78.125 Yr Cycle = Crash Oct 09 2007

Irvine, California: March 24 1996
Crystal Hotel: conference Room with 56 (paying) students Murrey “presented”

The Law of Murrey: All markets want to move up 12.50% which equals 8/8th or 100% then it want to move up (+) 12.50%, so 12.50

Man’s Search for His Own Narrow Minded Vision into the Fog
by T. Henning Murrey 1959

The Bright Light is always 1st seen as the Gates to Hell Open at your (last) Breath
By T. Henning Murrey 1992

The Murrey 111 Dumbest Excuses Financial Experts repeat for Loses (Again)
By T. Henning Murrey 1987

The Murrey Math Trading System: trade all markets off (only) (1) One # M’$pie = 3.125
By T. Henning Murrey

87,480 Hours T. Henning Murrey has “back tested” Murrey’s Pi = 3.125 = Musical Fractal

87,480 Hours T. Henning Murrey has “back tested” Murrey’s Pi = 3.125 = Musical Fractal

Time / Price set to Harmonic Octave: 10,000: Whole Note: 1,250: ½ Note: 78.125 = 234.375
Time Cycle ¾ Time = 156.25 Yr Cycle + ½ Note: 78.125 Yr Cycle = 234.375 Time Cycle

Back of the One Dollar Bill: Masonic Pyramid totaling 234 stacked blocks.*
  Back of the One Dollar Bill: Masonic All Seeing Eye: translation: Eye of Horus* = Time

Stupid People: Bigoted People: Afraid to find any truth People can’t stand Symbols*
  *Perfect Example: fashion a Hot Cross Bun (into) a Cross and glaze it and set it on top of any building and invite people to “eat” of its Truth and they will line up to destroy it.

Eye of Horus (is) actually alphabetical script* to signify Musical Divisions: Binary 50%

Eye of Horus (is) actually alphabetical script* to signify Musical Divisions: Binary 50%

Eye of Horus (is) actually alphabetical script* to signify Musical Divisions: Binary 50%
x 1.125% (+) 1.5625 then all things want to grow

234.375* x 28 = 6,562.50 (almost) Grey Light = 6561 Kelvins = 65,625 Billion Years (ago)

6561 = 65 + 61 = 65 (11) + (6) + 1 = 17 + (1) = Grey Light = Grey Smoke = Emerald Tablets

Prime # 17 will reveal every (exact) Key F: Key B (yellow) Light: Kcy C (yellow) Light

Sudoku* (translation): “Single” Number Square (of) 3 x 3 = (9): 9 x 9 = (81): 81 x 81 = 6,561 = Grey Light or Gray Smoke

Murrey’s law of Squaring of Threes: 3’s will Reveal The Light: 6561 Kelvins

1 (+) 1 (+) 1 = 3 x 3 = 9 x 9 = 81 x 81 = 6561 = Light = Kelvins off Rainbow

*Sudoku Puzzle* square 81 (blocks) has 17 “fewest” given solutions

Murrey Math Internal Harmonic Trading Octaves: 17* (inside) his Five: 5 Master Squares

The Murrey Math Trading Frame Software Program “figures out” all the 17 Octaves.

Mensa Genius: IQ (in) Top 3.125% educated with Rote Memory no Deductive Reasoning

Cross Correlation between “winners” at Cross Puzzles versus SODUKO “winners” versus Long Term “Losers” with Retirement Mutual Funds (over) Time: No Advantage

96.875% (of) all great “puzzle” solvers can’t make a 5th grade educated “guess” why or when to exit with huge “free” profits on their retirement mutual funds.*

Mutual Funds were started in 1935, so the ignorant investor could “die verse E Phi”

28,125 Mutual Funds will tell you their “brain trust” Multi Millionaire Money Managers are paid to evaluate a random market and you are to stay fully invested, while their brother in law is “shorting” your mutual funds on the way down all the way to the bank.

Why do you think the mutual funds force you to stay “Long” for 90 days while you are losing everyday and giving back “tax free” profits?

“Workers” invest long term in mutual funds and can’t (even) take out their profits the day (of) or day after extremely bad news because the mutual fund money manager tells you if you get out you will miss out on the next short term reversal up to get even again.

Financial TV Shows “brag” all markets random and technical analysis is equal to Ponzi

Long Term Mutual Fund Investing Strategy will always produce a profit.*

*All religions base all their rules on proven theory (over) Time, right?

Mutual Funds’ Golden Rule: You will eventually come out even Long Term.

1986 Japan: Nikkei 225 Index (near) 40,625 and March 09 2009 price at 8,125
USA University Intelligencia spread the word to Japan 1973 Invest Long Term with Buy and Hold Random Guess Investing Strategy’s Golden Rule: you will always come out even

1973 Japanese Nikkei 225 Index at 2,500 then moved up to 10,000 (in) 1985 then it went up to (near) 39,062.50 (off) by 103.125 points (up) almost (+) 31.250 points in 1989 Dec 31

Nikkei 225 Index* up + 390.625% in (only) 1,406 days

*Loser with Long Term Buy and Hold Investing Strategy:

2000: 01: 02: 03: 04: 05: 06: 07: 08: 09:
2010: 11: 12
1989 12.31 Nikkei 225 Index at 39,062.50
2009 03 09 Nikkei 225 Index lows at 8,125
Difference: 30,937.50

23 Yr “Loser” Cycle: Long Term Investing Strategy for world’s 2nd largest economy

Japan’s University Intelligencia Export World’s Dumbest Investing Strategy: Long Term Buy and Hold random Guess” Investing Strategy to Wall Street Money Brokers

Stop Right Here Now: Reflect:
Is it your goal to try and “figure out” how to trade with complicated rules or simple rules?

Trilogy 3: 1 (+) 1 (+) 1 is the simplest Way to the Truth and the Light

1990 Oct 09th Dow 30 Index at 2,500
Bush # 41 to Bush # 43 Mars War 17 Yr Cycle”
1990 Oct 11th Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75

2,343.75 x (+) 500% = 11,718.75
2000 Jan 04 Dow 30 Index stalled up at 11,718.75

1990 USA Democrats accept exported from Japan Long Term “Loser” Buy and Hold Random Guess Investing Strategy: you will always come out even

1990 Dow 30 Index moves up (+) 500% under the reign (of)
George Bush: Recession:
1992: Bill Clinton and Republican USA Senate forced Dow 30 Index up (+) 500%

1992 – ’93 World Record Investing Discovery: 17 Harmonic Internal Trading Octaves
1992 – ’93 World Record Investing Discovery: 17 Year World Economy Time Cycle and

1959 – World Record Investing Discovery:
156.25 Time Cycle: (+) 78.125 Time: 234.375

Our Earth’s Ice Age Time Cycle: 10,000:
1,250 years: 156.25: 78.125: 39.0625:
19.53125

Lazy Investors are “too busy” talking to count from Boston tea Party to 200& Oct 09th.

USA Public Schools refuse to “coach” kids at 17 to “see and remember” 234.75 Cycle

Dec 17 1773 Boston Tea Party + 156.25 time Cycle = 1929 October Crash
1929 Crash October + ½ Note: 78.125 Yr cycle = 2007 Oct 09th ATH
Oct 09th

1492 Oct 11th Columbus and 120 men on 3 ships “saw and remembered” the flying UFO the night before he “touched” land in the New Jerusalem: America.

1492 Oct 11th + 156.25 Yr Time Cycle: (+) 78.125 = 234.375 = 1726 America

156.25 (+) 156.25 (+) = 234.375 + 39.0625 = 1765 America

156.25 (+) 156.25 (+) = 234.375 + 7.8125 = 281.25 = 1773 Dec 17th

Mother Earth = 70 Geometria
Murrey’s Sacred Sq Root: .625
.625 x .625 = Square .390625

Law of Murrey Move Decimal (to) Right: .390625: 3.90625

Murrey Discovered: 1959 Oct 09th at 17 years old MM Price and MM Time set to .390625: 3.90625: 3,906.25: 39,062.50

180 x 1.5625 Yr Cycle = 281.25 Year Cycle
1.5625 Yr Cycle (+) 2.34375 Yr Cycle = 3.90625 yr Cycle

Murrey’s Harmonic Light Ratio: 1.5
Murrey’s Harmonic Time Ratio: Binary Double: (to) Right by 1.5 Down and Square 3

Murrey’s Master Level Trader # 17 Triangle:
1.2
3 = 6

........3........4 Binary Double

........3........6 Light Ratio: 1.5 (translated) 4 x 1.5 = 6 = 5th grade math

6561 = Gray Light Square = Dawn’s Early Light

6561 = Dow 30 Index price (near) it at 6,666

28,125 Mutual Funds and 140,625 Mutual Fund Salespersons in USA and (not) one will admit or confirm Dow 30 Index March 09 2009 at 6,666 (near) 6,651 or MM 6,562.50

28,125 Mutual Funds and 140,625 Mutual Fund Salespersons in USA and (not) one will admit or confirm Dow 30 Index Nov 04 2008 Democratic Election Day: Obama “saw and remembered” Dow 30 Index at 9,687.50 and it fell MM (-) 2/8th 1,250 x 2 = 2,500 + 625 = ½ Note = 3,125, so 9,687.50 (+) 3,125 = 6,562.50 and they (also) can’t remember the dow 30 Index went up (+) 2,500 + ½ Note: 625 = (+) 3,125 x 2 = 6,250 = Major MM 5/8th run up and it stalled up at 12,812.50 on May 02 2011.

12,812.50 High May 02 2011 and lows March 09 2009 (near) 6,562.50 = 6,250

Murrey’s Sacred Sq. Root: .625 x .625 = .390625 x 16 = 6.25: 62.50: 625: 6,250

6,562.50 divided by Harmonic 1/8th = 781.25
781.25 = MM ½ Note: 625 + MM 1/8th
Note: 156.25

6,562.50 on March 09 2009 and 781.25
higher will predict future price stalls:

\[
6,562.50 + 781.25 = 7,343.75: (+) 781.25 = 8,125: (+) 781.25 = 8,906.25: (+) 781.25 = 9,687.50: (+) 781.25 = 10,468.75: (+) 781.25 = 11,250:* MM 5/8th: (+) 781.25 = 12,031.25: (+) 781.25 = 12,812.50* MM 8/8th
\]

MM 1/8th = 781.25 x 5 (5/8th) up = (+) 4,687.50 + 6,562.50 = 11,250 on May 02 2011

6,562.50 on March 09 2009 (+) 6,250 = 12,812.50 on Ben Lauden’s Last Convert 05.02.2011

12,812.50 (+) 312.50 (+) 156.25 = (+) 468.75 + 12,812.50 = 13,281.25 April 29 2012

Oct 09th 2002 T. Henning Murrey on his Birthday and at his Birthday Party at Green Hills Grille in Green Hills Shopping Center, enjoyed his 60th Birthday with the Dow 30 Index down at (near) 7,187.50 and Murrey remarked to 17 MM Students and friends to “see and remember” 11,875 Jan 14 2000 as ATH for Dow 30 Index and it fell (-) 4,687.50 points.


Oct 09 2007 Dow 30 Index at (open) 14,062.50 close (14,166.25) – 7,500 = 6,666.25 (near) 6,562.50

7,500 divided by 8 = 937.50 points

6,562.50 (+) 937.50 = 7,500: (+) 937.50 = 8,437.50: (+) 937.50 = 9,375: (+) 937.50 = 10,312.50:* (+) 937.50 = 11,250:* (+) 937.50 = 12,187.50: (+) 937.50 = 13,125: (+) 937.50 = 14,062.50

Murrey’s MBA: Murrey’s Binary Algorithm: .00 1525 8789 0625 will display: (8) Octaves: (4) Minor Octaves: (4) Minor (minor) and (1) Minor (minor) minor Octaves .1953125 to 0.

1492 Oct 09 “Seed” America taken by Columbus (back) to Spain

1492 Oct 09 + 125 MM 1/8th + MM 1/8th

125 = 250 + MM 1/64th 15.625 + MM 1/64th 15.625 Equals 281.25 added to 1494 = 1773 Dec 17 Boston Tea Party

1492 Oct 09 th + MM 1/8th 125 x 3 = 375 + MM ½ Note: 62.50 (+) 375.00 = 437.50 = 1929

1492 Oct 09 th + MM 1/8th 125 x 4 = 500 = 1992* Aug to Oct 09 th

1492 + 500 = 1993 + 15.625 = 2007 Oct 09th and ATH S&P 500 Index at 1,562.50

1519 AD Mayan Culture Predicted (last) Positive Harmony Start Aug 1992*

Bill Clinton went from # 7 to # 01 then the “Nominated” then Elected (of) USA

1992 Aug 17: “Slums of Belle Meade:”

T. Henning Murrey completed his trading system:

\[
\text{Phi} = 1.618\% \text{ with Reciprocal } .382\%
\]

Murey’s Law of 12.50% = 100% x 1.125%

(+) 12.50% = 14.0625%: 140.625: 1,406.25: 14,062.50
Murey’s Law of 12.50% = 100% x 1.125%
(+ ) 12.50% = 14.0625%: = 1\textsuperscript{st} Binary Double:
+ 12.50% = 1.5625 = 15.625%: 156.25: 1,562.50: 15,625: 156,625

1897 Dow 12 (opens) “Born” and ranged between 43.75 high: lows 37.50 close 38.125

Perfect Harmonic Musical Pitch 437.50 cycles per sec

USA Birth Time set to: 156.25 Yr Harmonic Cycle + ½ Note: 78.125 Yr Cycle = 234.375*

Wall Street was furious in 1992 – ’93 when T. Henning Murrey “back tested” USA Birth Time (from) 12 17 17 73: Boston Tea Party forward (+ ) 156.25 Time = 1/64\textsuperscript{th} Note

Light: Rainbow seen thru Prism at angles 40.625 degrees or 43.75 degrees breaks Light into (almost) Perfect Fractal Murrey Math Harmonic Fractals, so we “see” mid day Sun at 5,000 kelvins, so 5,000 = Median ½ “way” (inside) the Fourier Wave Transform Pattern

Candle Light set to 3,750 Kelvins
Grey Light set to 6,561 (near) Murrey math Fractal 6,250

USA Time Pivots (major) stalls in USA Economy set to Murrey’s Harmonic 1/64\textsuperscript{th} (156.25) years also = Murrey Math 1/8\textsuperscript{th} (156.25) when we view Time at Murrey Math 8/8\textsuperscript{th} at 1,250 Yr Cycle, so ½ Note = 78.125 yr Time Cycle: so 156.25 + 78.125 = 234.375

Noachian Law: All New Born Babies born after the Great Flood with have their umbilical cord set from the mother to the Child at 12.50% offset.

Pythagorean School of Math / Music 562.5 BC in Mycenae Culture
Dissected 1,250 pregnant women and “saw and remembered” all navels of mother to daughter set at 12.50% offset: Mother’s navel at 5/8\textsuperscript{th} and Baby’s navel at 50% = 12.50%

Noachian Law: All New Born Babies born after the Great Flood with have their length set to Whole Note: 12.50 inches + ½ Note: 6.25 inches = 18.75 inches (not) Royal Foot

18.75 divided into (6) perfect segments has 1/8\textsuperscript{th} equal 3.125 inches.
18.75 divided into harmonic 1/8\textsuperscript{th} 2.34375 equal inches.
How did Wall Street in 1922 “miss” the ATH for the Dow 30 Index to be 1929?

12 17 17 73 Boston Tea Party (+ ) 156.25 Yr Cycle = 1929 Crash
1929 Crash (after) (+ ) 156.25 Yr Cycle add ½ Note: 78.125 Yr Cycle = 2007 Oct 09\textsuperscript{th}

Irvine, Ca Murrey Math Classes
Murrey told 56 paying clients to expect next large crash on Murrey’s Birthday 2007 10.09
(after) (+ ) 234.375 move up (after) ¾ Time when Whole Note: Time = 156.25, then 5\textsuperscript{th} grade Logic demands ½ Note: Time = 78.125, so ¾ Time = 234.375

New Born Baby’s Harmonic 1/8\textsuperscript{th} = 2.34375
Murrey’s Law of Decimals to the Right: 2.34375: 23.4375: 234.75: 2,343.75

2,343.75 x 5 = 11,718.75
USA Mars War Cycle Start / End Oct 11 1990 with Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75
USA stops the Iraqi War against Kuwait.

Murrey predicted the Dow 30 Index to move up (+) 3/8\textsuperscript{th}: (+) 5/8\textsuperscript{th}: (+) 7/8\textsuperscript{th} = 8.750 when Whole Note = 1,250 x 7 = 8,750 + Murrey’s Binary regression: \( \frac{1}{2} \) Note: 625 + 8,750 = 9,375 (+) 2,343.75 = 11,718.75 on Jan 04 2000.

Democratic President Reign (of) Bill Clinton: 1992 to 2000

Dow 30 Index moved (up) (+) 375% almost Fibonacci Phi 38.1%: 381%*

Murrey’s Law of Binary Progression
All markets want to rest, stall retreat or fall fast after moving up (+) 3/8\textsuperscript{th} the 1\textsuperscript{st} time.

Liberal Democratic TV stations, newspapers, magazines, political junkies were bragging about the Republican US Senate: Congress had “converted” Bill Clinton to a President who wanted the Best for his country 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} Best for the Federal Reserve and the IMF.

USA Treasury had a “surplus” for 18.75 days.

USA Federal Reserve and IMF “forced” USA Congress “headed” by Democrat Bill Clinton to pass the largest deficient by % and US dollars of the past 25 US Presidents: high five Bill.

01 04 2000 New Trading Yr Dow 30 Index at 11,718.75
01 14 2000 USA Dow 30 Index at ATH at 11,875

USA Pi 3.14 (3,141 x 2) = 6,282 Day = 17 yr Cycle x 9 = 153 “Fish” Yr Cycle

1854 July 04\textsuperscript{th} to Oct 09\textsuperscript{th} Born the GOP

153 “Fish” Free the Slaves Time Cycle

17 x 8 (octave) = 136 Years = 1990 Oct 09
1990 Oct 09\textsuperscript{th} the Dow Index at 2,500
2,500 x 6 = 12,500 x 1.125% = 1,562.50 + 12,500 = 14,062.50 (open) 2007 Oct 09\textsuperscript{th}

2,500 Dow 30 Index on 10 09 1990 on Murrey’s Birthday Party at Cracker Barrel (near) Donelson, Tennessee and Percy Priest Lake Murrey was taking the afternoon off and remembered Fleetwood Mac on the lake the same day with Tony Colton.*

*Fleetwood Mac went to Florida: Atlanta then over to Knoxville then up north, right?

Dow 30 Index at 2,500 (+) 7/8\textsuperscript{th} = 8,750 + \( \frac{1}{2} \) Note 625 + 8,750 = 9,375 = 11,875 ATH high
Jan 14 2000 Dow 30 index at 11,875*

Wall Street forced the Dow 30 Index (up) (+) 156.25 points or 1/64\textsuperscript{th} Note or 1/8\textsuperscript{th} Note Wall Street (already) “saw” the Transports* selling off two weeks earlier, when 25 CEO’s went to Crawford, Texas and told President George Bush # 43.75 they had new no orders.

Remember: + 200 E Commerce software Corporations were created so Wall Street could “cook” the books and duplicate their positions since the story “made up” was: “all computers were to revert back to 1900 on Dec 31\textsuperscript{st} 1999. This was (not) the real reason.*

*Dow Transports Theory is still 100% accurate to call major Dow 30 Index reverses.*

*VIX Index called every major Dow 30 Index reversal since 1993.*

*VIX Index has called the last 100 reverse
in a row back to March 2011.

VIX Index has called (every) exact reversal of the Dow 30 Index and S&P 500 Index since it was created by MBA Professor (now) at Vanderbilt University: Owen School of Business.

Side Bar: Can you “steal it” off the Internet? Answer: yes.

April 2011

How does the VIX Index work? Answer: (open) the Murrey Math Software Program and search for file: futures trading: click (open) and it sets (up to) 256 different futures markets to the largest MM 4/8th in the case: MM 3/8th is the MM 4/8th at 37.50 (+) ½ Note: 6.25 (+) ¼ Note: 3.125 = 46.875 = 7/8

May 02 2011 Dow 30 Index at 12,812.50
May 02 2011 VIX index at Key B (yellow) Light at 17.1875 = fast reverse (up / down) soon

Murrey’s Binary Progression: (+) 2/8th = 12.50 (+) 12.50 = 25.00 (+) 3.125 + 1.5625 = 4.6875 = 46.875 = Key B (yellow) Light = fast reverse (up / down) soon

January 2000 USA stock market had (largest) number and % (ever) stocks trading over $200.00 per share and some P/E Ratios up at 1,406.25:1. It would take 70.31 *25 years for Price and time to equal high prices.*

*Wall Street forced mutual fund investors to stay long, fully invested as they exited and went short ahead of next President # 43.75 inherited + 375% run up in (only) (8) years.

Normal union workers kept adding money up at the ATH since no one told them to take profits. Janu mutual fund went up + 500% in (only) years from lows at 6.25 and 2002 Oct 09th it was worth $5.46875 as a “loser” forever and ever amen corner.

6,250 BC Druid Math Astrological geniuses deducted the Trilogy Triangle to produce 6561

3,125 BC Stonehenge and Woodhenge built to display Ratio: 6:5 and 9:8


9 ratio to 8 = 1.125 Hidden in Luke: 13.4 (you figure it out)
1 = 100% so .125 = 12.50%

Murrey’s Law of Decimals: (right or left) 156.25 or 15.625 or 1.5625 or 1,562.50 or 1,562.50

1,562.50 x 2 = 3,125 x 2 = 6,250 x 1.05% = 6,562.50 (near) 6,561 = Grey Lighttip

The Creation of the World Soul: Harmonic Resonance: Harmonic Music Tones
Nicomachus:* Greek Version Translated: 100 AD The Manual of Harmonics*
Set Most Common Vibration set to 256 Vibrations per sec.
3125 BC the most common vibration was 256 vibrations per sec
9375 BC Cherokee Indians set their Sacred Flute’s most common vibration to 256 Vibrations
World Symphony Guilds: 1939 July 17th to Oct 09th set Music Pitch to 437.50 Vibrations (up)
(+) 3.125 Vibrations from 440.625 to make up for Earth’s rotation (wobble) slower

*He translated it into Greek (100 AD) for six “rich” women in Athens, who worshiped Athena: the Virgin.

Mayan Indians stated their chants would be set to 440.625 Vibrations
Hindu Priests set their chants to 440.625 Vibrations
Buddhists Monks set their chants to 440.625 Vibrations

Muslim Priests set their chants to 440.625 Vibrations
Solomon set his Psalms to 440.625 Vibrations
Holy Rollers set their voices to the Frequency Pitch 440.625 Vibrations

Words are set to 437.50 Vibrations after 1939: Oct 09th and we call it Music Scale or Pitch
Words are (actually) just Vibrations across the vocal chords at 437.50 Vibrations per sec
43.75 Vibrations are broken (down) into subsets 12.50 Vibrations: 12.50 Vibrations: 12.50 Vibrations: with 12.50 called (coined) as a Whole Note: so 6.25 = 43.75
12.50 = (1) Whole Note = 8/8 so 3 times = 24/8th so 6.25 = 4/8th so 24 + 6 = 30/8th, right?

30/8 = dividing 8 into 30 = 3.75
Murrey’s Law of Decimals: 3.75: 37.50: 375.00: 3,750: 37,500

New IPO Index Dow 12 Index “Born” at Fractal 37.50*

*Wrong/ Write: it traded on its “Birth” Day between 43.75 and 37.50 and closed at 38.125.

Fibonacci Golden Mean Reciprocal: 1.618 to .382

Doors to the Gates of Hell: Paris, France: “guarded” by Rodin’s “The Thinker”

G-D of Math Proportions forced 1st 3 Whole Notes to Equal 38.1% Irrational Fraction*
*Displayed in the elbow: Knee and Belly button of 17 Yr Old Female

Pythagorean Puzzle: worth 64,000 Silver Coins (Denars)

Why does the elbow and the knee come out at 38.1% ratio displayed on the “New Born Baby,” but the Navel is set to 50% (exact) ratio and by 17 years old the navel has moved (up) to 5/8th or 61.8% as MM 100 Galaxy displayed 156.25 billion years ago from the Pleiades?

Side Bar: Why did the Cherokee Indians imagine the humans came down at rope (tunnel) Thukan from the Star Soraya in the Pleiades as it was told In Ezekiel?

Side Bar: Why did the Smithsonian Institute come to East Tennessee to Cherokee Indian Mounds (near) Bat Creek in 1888 and take back to Washington DC, a rock with the
inscription on it carbon dated to 17 AD with (four) Jewish letters on it meaning whom?

Side Bar: Why does every Hurricane compose its rotation at 38.1% curve ratio and then the next one is 61.8% then the next rotating one is 38.1% and the last one is 61.8%?

Side Bar: Why does the “seed of the tree” know to grow up and out at 38.1% and 61.8%?

These Side Bars are provided for those who missed all this 8th grade science in “Public School.”

You go an look them up and it won’t allow you to trade any more efficient, but you need to know worthless info to tell your friends, so less a person in the random “trivia” high IQ world.

Note of Interest: You can’t buy one professional investing software program, which doesn’t include a “tab” where you are required to find the extreme highs and lows and set them to 3/8th and 5/8th at 38.1% and 61.8%.*

312 USA University Business Schools

Not one business school in USA in 1992 to 1993 would ever try and “discover” if technical analysis was equal to or better than just Long Term “Random Guess” Investing Strategy.

Question: Why:

Answer: They would have to eliminate Basic Fun Duh Mentals.

Deaf Persons who can’t read or write can trade off extreme highs and lows by dividing these two extremes into 8 equal parts and drawing a heavy into at 3/8th and 5/8th (inside) these two extremes.

Side Bar: Summer School Project: for 5 year olds to show parents how to “see” 3/8th and 5/8th.

MT3: TT: BLV:
Middle Tennessee: Truth Triangle: Belmont:
Lipscomb: Vanderbilt

Call their Lie Brary and force them to admit to your 5 year old the price of the Dow 30 Index: 

Nov. 04 2008: USA Presidential Election Day.*

*They have to tell you it was 9,687.50 if they collect Federal Funds from US congress under the
Freedom of Information ACT.

USA stock market’s future (exact) reverses will be 2/8th up and down on either side of 9,687.50.*

USA’s 2nd Black President (after) Bill Clinton elected with Dow 30 Index at 9,687.50

9,687.50 is the Balance price point median (middle) for Dow 30 Index to move up or down.*

Wall Street went “long” on Obama’s political contributions and went “Short” the S&P 500 futures on 110.04.2008 and made a killing knowing the economy “stunk.”

Now, tell you child to take a giant step. Can they do it? Did they do it? Did you praise them and them a trophy? Now ask them to take a 2nd giant step, again “present them with another trophy.

Most 5 year olds will rebel against authority if you ask them the same thing a 3rd time, so
ask them to take a normal step and stop.

Now, ask the mto come back to their original position and repeat these two steps, plus the ½ step and you mark it on the floor in your garage.

Now, ask your wife to write: 9,687.50 at the median line and then write 1,250 Whole Note in the distance of each (of) the (4) giant steps. This will be 1,250 + 1,250 = 2,500 on either side (of) 9,687.50, right? Is this going too fast for your 5 year old?

Murray’s Law (of) Binary Fractal Musical Progression and Binary Regression “Discovered” 1959 Oct 09th to the 17th at Centennial Park at 17th Column at the Parthenon: Nashville when Murrey at 17 years old recorded “intraday” price (of) Dow 30 Index at Murrey’s Fractal 625 5/8.

Murrey’s Musical Binary Fractal Law of (up) movement after (+) 2/8th will force price to slow down a ½ Note 625 points, when Dow 30 Index Whole Note = 1,250 points, so from 9,687.50 on Nov 04 2008 we could (imagine) any 5 year old could take two giant steps and a ½ step and it could be measured as 1,250 x = 2,500 + 625 = 3,125. We would “imagine” price would want to stall on either side of its mean average: 9,687.50, so we would predict the lows to be: 9,687.50

(-) 3,125 = 6,562.50 and 9,687.50 + 3,125 = 12,812.50

Professional Predictor for Rich Investors who are “Too Busy”

Murrey sent out to his paying clients on Oct 09th 2007 on his Birthday at South Street Grille with the opening price at 14,062.50 to expect (-) 5/8th (6,250)* = 7,812.50 or

*Grey Light = 6561 but Murrey moved it to Harmonic Fractal: 6,562.50 (up) (+) 1.50.

Grey Light is “seen, measured or vibrating” by using 1.50 and multiplying (1) Doubled (8) times out to the right to equal 256 Vibrations = Grey Light: 256 x .15 = 384 (equals) Female height at 17 a cube (6) sides

64 x 6 = 384* Titlist golf Ball

Viking Spacecraft “sent out” plaque stating female height = to Octave Spread at sea level of Hydrogen Atom to be 64 inches x 6 = 384 inches (near) (?) centimeters right(?)

384 x 1.5 = 576: 576 x 1.5 = 864: x 1.5 = 1296: x 1.5 = 1944: x 1.5 = 2916 x 1.5 + 4374 x 1.5 = 6561 = Grey Light


and extreme panic Selling down (-) 6/8th.
World Record (lower) Dow 30 Index Prediction by T. Henning Murrey made at South Street Grille (only) 3.125 blocks from Vanderbilt University (leg) 3 Hypotenuse: 12.369 from Oct 09th 2007 (open) on Murrey’s Birthday at 14,062.50 - (7,500) = 6,562.50 and close up at 14,166.25 so Murrey also predicted lows at 14,166.25 (-) 7,500 = 6666.25.

World Record two Major World markets reversed (up) the same day off: 666 and 6,666

March (03) 2009 S&P 500 Index at 666.25
March (03) 2009 Dow 30 Index at 6666.25

World Record (future) prediction (on)
March 09 2009

T. Henning Murrey predicted moves up to be Whole Note: 625.00

Question: Why did Murrey predict in increments of Whole Note: 625?

Answer: Ask your 5th grade child to divide (difference) 7,500 by (8) = 937.50 = 1/8th, so you would expect highs to be: 3/8th (2,812.50) or 5/8th (4,687.50).

March 09 2009 Dow 30 Index lows (near) 6,562.50 (+) 4,687.50 = 11,250.
6,562.50 + Major MM 5/8th (1,250 x 5 = 6,250) so 6562.50 + 6,250 = 12,812.50

World Record Prediction by T. Henning Murrey (off) lows at (near) 6,562.50 and 6,666.25

Nov 04 2008 USA Election Day:
Dow 30 Index at 9,687.50 and Murrey predicted a drop (from) 9,687.50 to 6,562.50
Result: 100% Accurate (near) 6,666.25 and Grey Light 6.561

Nov 04 2008 USA Election Day

Dow 30 Index at 9,687.50 so Murrey predicted high reversal at 9,687.50 + 3,125 = 12,182.50

How can I make money trading your 17 Harmonic Octaves?

Can you “coach” me free?

Why can’t I (just) get it (steal) it free off the Internet?

What’s in it for me to convert to your trading strategy?

What makes your system (any) different from just holding on long term?

Why don’t the large US Brokerage Houses “convert” to your 2,343.75 years old system?

Hermes of Toth set the Octaves and “saw the Light” set to 6561 Kelvins.

1875 BC Jubal at Sinai Peninsula “presented” the oldest found clay tablet with 17 Octave set to 256 Vibrations

The Harmonic Lambda Gnomon Pattern Frequency set to Triangle: 1: 2: 3 and Squares: 3: 4: 5:

Trilogy Triangle: Side 1 = 1: Side 1 = 2: Side 1 = 3


Music City Money Maker: Murrey Math
Makes Multi Millionaires More Money

MM MT3 BLV: Murrey Math Middle Tennessee Truth Triangle:
Base: 3: Belmont: Hypotenuse 12.369
Lipscomb: Vertical 12 Vanderbilt

66 Chapter Book: John: 21.5 Triangle:

153 “Fish” was mentioned (only) one time in 66 Chapter Book (once), why?

Ginger Root Genius: China 265 BC
5th Grade Math Teachers “remember”
Square Root: 3 = 265 (over) 153 “Fish” = 1.7320
5th Grade Math Teachers “remember”
Square Root: 2 = 1.4142
5th Grade Math Teachers “remember”
Square Root: 5 = 2.2360

500 Middle Tennessee top 3.125% “workers” worth (over) $50,000,000 with Know More than 5th Grade Math*

*You can’t find (more than) one person worth (over) $50,000,000 who can tell you why 153 “Fish” is mentioned: what the Square Root of 2: 3: 5 is or how to make money knowing it.

There is an Inverse Law of Squares Ratio between high IQ: higher math education and the increased failure of high IQ university graduates to exit retirement funds on “highs.”

JPM: J. P. Morgan rolls over in his grave: one high IQ “expert” loses 2 Billion on one trade.

1956 to 1960: USA University Test scores “topped out” and now USA High School Grads 25th Worldwide with skills to complete 5th Grade math.

31.25%: USA Public School 17 year olds refuse to keep going to school for “feelings” classes.

3.125% High School Dropouts 1960: “Unwed Mothers” now up to 53.125% now: 2012


Music City Money Maker: Murrey Math Makes Multi Millionaires More Money

Plato’s 10 Musical Integers set to (2 and 3)
Prime Numbers: 5
Female: (2) + Male (3) = 5 Summation of the Squares predicts all future (exact) reverses

The 5th Grade Functioning of this Triangle is: geometric: arithmetic: and harmonic means these mathematical perspectives correspond to the modern musician’s statement that any tone in a sequence of fifths can function as a tonic: dominant or subdominant.

Mystery of Er (ER today Emergency Room) sorry

go back to 531 BC and Plato’s “notes” from Atlantis Crystals’ Vibrations from Emerald Tablets*

The trilogy Triangle: 1: 2: 3 is all you need to arrive at all these extensions off:
“Doubling” and “Squaring.”
Triangle: If your “child’s Mind can make these three numbers: 1: 2: with the (3) below the (2) you make have a child who can buy pass University Training and go straight to trading the Euro Currency spread and “knock off” $3,125 Dollars per year trading (only) 18.75 minutes per day time off Murrey Math Trading Lines set (exact) 1999 Oct 09th.

World Soul Triangles: 5th Grade Logic known to (only) wealthy Murrey Math Day Traders

Side A: 1 Side B: 1 Diagonal = 1 (?) Square Root: (?)

Side A = 3 Side B = 4 Side: C = 5 = 9 + 16 = 25
Side: A = 12 Side B = 5 Side C = 13 = 144 + 25 = 169 Angle to Pleiades Star Soraya
Side: A = 12 Side B: 3 Side C: 12.368 = 153 Fish (12) rotations lunation (of) Moon

Side: A = 25 Side B = 8 Side C = 17 = 225 + 64 = 289 = Square (of) 17 x 17
Side: A = 8 Side B = 6 Side C = 10 (100)
Side A = 24 Side B = 7 Side = 25 (225)

Feb. 22 1952 Murrey was told the story (of) Lux: Luke: 13: 4
Murrey was 9.375 years old and was forced to “believe” all things in the New Testament are meant.

Murrey was shown the Gnostics professed “All is Number.”

70 AD Romans and Spanish Roman Army killed 3,125 Gnostic Jews (high IQ) with the Secret Math and Hung them along the roads into the city to brain wash people to hate 5th grade math.

The Mystery of ER (solved) by T. Henning Murrey just as Gann* had said he solved it in his books 1927.

*Gann hinted to his findings, but died and never told his family the secret to investing off “Number.”


Long Term Buy and Hold “random guess “Investors (5th grade math haters) don’t like (any) triangles.

Socrates’ World Soul # = Key “C” Vibrations:

Socrates’ World Soul # = Key “C” Vibrations: 1st double vibration = 512 Vibrations

Side: 1: Side: 2: Double
Side: 3: Double

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54:</td>
<td>108:</td>
<td>216:</td>
<td>432:</td>
<td>864:</td>
<td>1296:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162:</td>
<td>324:</td>
<td>648:</td>
<td>1296:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>243:</td>
<td>486:</td>
<td>972:</td>
<td>1944:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>729:</td>
<td>1458:</td>
<td>2916:</td>
<td>5832:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2187:</td>
<td>4374:</td>
<td>8748:</td>
<td>17496:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6561:</td>
<td>13122:</td>
<td>26244:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1st double vibration = 512 Vibrations

MM Harmonic Triangle: 1: 2: 3 (out) (8)

Doubles to: 512
(Down) 10 Levels: 19683

Please notice:
Row # (1): 4: 8:16: 64: 256: 1024
Row # (2): 3: 6:
Row # (3): 9: 18: 144:
Row # (4): 54: 108: 864: 1296
Row # (5): 648: 1296
Row # (6): 243: 972
Row # (7): 729: 5832
Row # (8):
Row # (9): 6,561 = Gray Light
Row # (10): 19,683
Row # (11): 59,049


18 x 3* = 54*
54 x 18 = 972*
972 x 6 = 5832*
5832* x 18 = 104,976
104,976 x 3* = 314,928
314,928 x 3 = 944,784

Pi 3.14........

972 = (18 x 3 X 18) = 972
5,832 = (18 X 3 X 18 X 6) = 5,832

Ratio: 9:8 (972 over 864) = (108 x 9) = 972 to (8 x 108) = 864 = 9:8
256 x 4 = 1024 and 4 times 243 = 972
256:243 = 9:8 Ratio

Ratio: 9:8 (9 x 648) = 5832 and (8 x 648) = 5184
5832: 5184: 9:8

Ratio: 9:8 (9 x 729) 6,561 and (8 x 729) 5832

Diameter of the Sun: 864,000 miles

729 x 1296 = 944,784*

1,296,000 number (of) seconds it takes a sphere to rotate

Proof: 360 degrees (times) 60 (min) x 60 (sec) = 1296000


Solves Plato’s World Soul Number: Light = 144 x 6641 = ???

Pythagorean School of Math Summer Fire* Sale
864: Solves the Number: Distance of Light across Sun (diameter) = 864,000 miles

Light Grey: 6,561 Kelvins
Light: 3,750 Kelvins = Cool Fluorescent
Light: 1,875 Kelvins = Candle Light
Light: 5,000 Kelvins = Sun Temperature

High Noon

6,561 Light: MM Harmonic Fraction: 6,250
difference (1.5)

Murrey’s Law of 17 Inverse Fractal Fractions: 1 x (.5)
1 x (.5) = .50

Murrey “saw and remembered” 1 x (.5) = .50 will always display each (of) 17 Harmonic
MM Trading Octaves: with each:
Key C = MM 1/8th = Sulphor Yellow Light
and each
Key B = MM 7/8th = Sulphor Yellow Light

Please go (back) up and find 864

MM 312.50 x (10 + 11) = 21 = 6,562.50
MM Whole Note: 1,250 x Murrey’s Sacred Fractal: .625: Musical Fifths: .00625 = Fractal
5/8th
1,250 x 5 (5/8th) = 6,250 + 312.50 = ¼
Note: = 6,562.50
19.53125 x 336 = 6,562.50

Murrey’s Binary 1/64th Regression (of) the Fives
1: 1.5625  2: 2.001953125  4: 4.015625
8: 8.0078125 16: 16.015625 32: 32.03125
64: 64.0625 128: 128.125 256: 256.25
512: 512.50

Murrey’s Harmonic Triples: 1 converted to:
1.5625: 3 converted to: 3.125: 9 converted
to: 9.375: 27 converted to: 28.125: 81
converted to: 81.25: 243 converted to:
243.75: 729 converted to: 728.125: 2187
converted to: 2,187.50: 6561 converted to:
6,562.50: 19,683 converted to: ? and 59,049
corverted to: ?

1994 Algorithm Award Winner:
T. Henning Murrey
Nashville, Tennessee:

Premise: All traded markets set to base
ten will always be (inside) one or up to 17 harmonic Octaves or up to 17 smaller Trading
Octaves (inside) each (of) the 17 MM Octaves:
289
17 x 17 = 289 (smaller) Harmonic trading Octaves

Proof:
Mexican Peso traded inside Murrey Math
Harmonic Trading Octave: # 02
With Murrey Math Trading Line 1/8th at
.003814 (of) one cent

Proof:
Euro Currency Spread
Oct 09 1999
Gold Coast, Australia
T. Henning Murrey flew from Beverly Hills,
Proof:

Master of the Fives: 5’s from Hermes of Toth
Hermopolis, Egypt

Question: If you subscribe to Long Term Random Guess Liars Poker fun Duh mentals, why waist your time knowing the exact reverses (of) any market when “Long Term” Buy and Hold investing has always won over “Timing” Markets by % or Time, right, wrong Mo and Ron.

Proof: 3 Tripled (out) (9) times = 39,366 which was the ATH (All Time High): 1986 Nikkei Dow 225 Index and it fell down to 8,125 on March 09 2009.*

USA Brokerage Houses “exported” Long Term Buy and Hold Investing Strategy to Japan.
They “bought the scam hook line and sinker. It sank down (-) 31,243.75.*
Japanese Mutual Fund Investing has been down for 1986: 96: 06: 2012 = 26 Yr “Loser” Cycle*

Start (Last) up 17 Yr GOP MM: Murrey Math: Time and Price USA Economic Cycle
Dow 30 Index at 2,500.00 x 4 = 10,000 + 2 Binary Mm Whole Notes: 1,250 x 2 = 2,500 = 12,500 (+) 1/8th (of) Major MM 1/8th 12,500 = 1,562.50 + 12,500 = 14,062.50 = Oct 09th 2007 ATH for the Dow 30 Index (open) and the close at 14,166.25 and ATH “touch” 14,218.75 10.11.2007 End of the Mars / War 17 Yr Cycle (Pi 3.14 x 2) = 6,281 days (known) 1,500 BC

1,500 BC “referred o” as the Santorini Volcano’s Passage Cycle

Presidents’Bush Mars / War Cycle (Ended) 10.11.1990 in Kuwait, right?

Luck or Ko En See Dense: 1990 Oct 09th on Murrey’s Birthday: Nikkei 225 Index at 23,437.50
Luck or Ko En See Dense: 1990 Oct 11th on Murrey’s Birthday: Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75

Murrey’s Law (of) One (1): Divide One (1) ½ and you “see” .5: then .5 by ½ = .25: then by ½ = 1.25 and each time down (17, 18, 19) times you get every (exact) future MM Price Trading Line which is “built into” the Murrey Math Trading System Software Program without you having to “guess” or try and “figure it out.”

The Royal Society*
England’s 1st Math Master: Sir Robert Moray (Murrey)
The Murrey Cup (Sliver) awarded to highest IQ Person with Common Sense 5th Grade math

*(Later) Headed by Sir Isaac Newton
1st Masonic Temple: (erected) 1717 London
5th Masonic Temple 1718 London

17 x 17 = 289
1718 + 17 x 17 = 289 + 1718 = 2007 Oct 09th = End Mars War Cycle*
Pentagon: Hexagon Ratio: 9:8
Pentagon: 5 Sides with 72 Degree Angles
Hexagon: 6 Sides with 60 Degree Angles

17 x 17 Mars War Cycle = 289 Yrs
9 x 17 = 153
8 x 17 = 136
1718 + 136 = 1854 = Birth GOP Party to Free Slaves
1854 + 153 “Fish” Cycle = 2007 Oct 09th
Dow 30 Index (open) 14,062.50


Murrey’s “Squaring” of the Fives: 5’s
5 x 5 = 25
25 x 5 = 125
125 x 5 = 625
625 x 5 = 3,125

3,125 x 5 = 15,625 = World Soul Number set to Fives
15,625 x 5 = 78,125
78,125 x 5 = 390,625

5th Grade Squaring (of) the Fives: 5’s
5 x 5 = 25 x 25 = 625 x 625 = 390,625

390,625 x 5 = 1,953,125
1,953,125 x 5 = 9,765,625
9,765,625

x 5 = 48,828,125
48,828,125

x 5 = 244140625

Subject: Time and Price set to Murrey Math
Whole Note: = 1/8th then 1/2 Note: next 1/4th Note: next 1/8th Note: 1/16th Note: 1/32nd Note: 1/64th Note: 1/128th Note: 1/256th Note
Countries are growing (moving) to a Musical Time / Price Extension (after) Birth
Ireland Born 3,125 BC and its greatness “topped out” at 437.50 AD
Rome “burning” 64 AD
Solomon’s Temple raided and “Lost” 50 Billion dollars and torn down: 70 AD (after)

490 Yr Cycle (70 x 7)

Rome: 312.50 AD: Conversion to Saint Peter Catholics
Catholic Church “converted Christian Jews to Sunday (sun) Day Worship* 321 AD
Christians (still) go to church on (Isis) Sun Day
Catholic Church Structure Stable 381 AD = 3/8th Random Time

Three Deadly Sins Published 375 AD
Candle Light: Equals 3,750 Kelvins
Vibration in the Color Spectrum

England Born 937.50 AD

USA Conception: 1492 Oct 09th
USA Born Dec 17 1773

1773 Dec 17 + 156.25 = 1929 Stock Market Crash
USA Falls from Grace: 156.25 + 19.53125 + 19.53125 + (39.0625) = 234.375 Time Cycle
234.375 USA Time cycle = 1773 Dec 17th (+) 156.25 Yr Cycle = 1929 Crash + 78.125 Yr Cycle = 2007 Oct 09 Crash

156.25 (+) 19.53125 Yr Cycle = 175.78125 Cycle = 1948 = Cordell Hull S of S Promise Birth UN
1948 + 19.53125 = Belfour Treaty from 1917 England for Country (of) Israel
1948 + 19.53125 = 1968 = Civil Rights Great Welfare Society
1968 USA Welfare State 40 Yr Cycle = 2008 Oct 09th Debt “hidden” appears at 14.062.50 Trillion Debt
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1968 + 19.53125 = 1987 Stock Market Crash Dow 30 Index at 2,734.375
1987 + 19.53125 = 2007 stock Market Crash Dow 30 Index at 14,062.50
Nation Destroyer: Debt (above) 15.625* Trillion for “poor” to pay off with cheap or free labor

Time and Price set to Murrey Math Whole Note: = 1/8th then 1/2 Note: next 1/4th Note:
next 1/8th Note: 1/16th Note: 1/32nd Note: 1/64th Note: 1/128th Note: 1/256th Note

Big Bang: out (of) Black Hole (Whole) lasted 3.125 minutes: 60 x 3 = 180 sec (+) 7.5 = 187.50 sec
Our Universe (you) live in now shot out all math formulas you need to feed your family and get rich in 3.125 minutes

Sir Isaac Newton “saw” math formula for Gravity like (appl) falling (not far) from the tree
Albert Einstein saw Time and Space Relative within Laws of Relativity like Bird Dropping from Clock Tower
Socrates’ World Soul Number: Musical Fifths: Fractions (ratios) 9:8 (5832:6561)

T. Henning Murrey “Discovers” 6561 is rational (inside) Musical Spheres Harmony, but
6,250 = Murrey’s Sacred Square Root: .625 grows (to) right (to) Equal MM Fractal 5/8th: 6.25: 62.50: 625: 6,250

Murrey’s Law of Decimals: 12.50 + 1.125% = 14.0625% + 1.125% = 15.625%
15.625: 156.25: 1,562.50: 15,625
156.25 + 78.125 = 234.375:

Musical Notes: are derived by the Vibrations of Light from 1st Vibration: Binary Doubles

D = 768: 1536: 6561 = Gray Light Vibration*
C = 864:
A = 1024: 2187
B = 972: 1944: 3888: 7776
E = 1458: 2916: 5832:
F = 1296: 2592: 5184
G = 1152: 2304:

*6561 = Gray Light Vibration “seen” March 09 2009 Dow 30 Index “traded” near 6,561 (6,666) and the same day the S&P 500 Index traded at 666.00 on 03.09.09 Remember?
03.09.09 = 3 x 9 = 27 x 9 = 243 x 27 = 6561 = Gray Light Vibration on 03.09.09

Murrey Math Fractal Major 5/8th = 6,250 6561 (-) 6,250 = 311 and the MM Trading Line = 312.50 (off) by 1.50*

*1.5 divided by ½ = .75 divided by ½ = .375 = Murrey’s Fractal 3/8th

Murrey’s Law of Decimals:
.375: 37.50: 375.00: 3,750: 37,500

Murrey’s Law of Fractal Whole Notes: 12.50 = Key C = 1/8th = Whole Note

Murrey’s Law of Decimals:
12.50: 125.00: 1,250: 12,500

12.50 = Whole Note: = MM 1/8th = 12.50
MM ½ Note: 6.25
12.50 + 6.25 = ¾ Time = 18.75

World Soul Fraction: MM 1/8th = 2.34375
World Soul Harmonic Octave: 18.75 inches
at New Born Birth

Murrey’s Harmonic Time Scale: \( \frac{3}{4} \) Time:

\[
156.25 + 78.125 = 234.375 \text{ when Time } 1/64^{th} = 156.25 \text{ Yr Cycle at } 1,250 \text{ Yr Cycle so } 156.25 = \text{ Whole Note}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{2} \text{ Time Note: } 78.125 \text{ Years, so } 156.25 + 78.125 \text{ Years} = 234.375 \text{ USA Time Cycle}
\]

\[
2.34375: 1/8^{th} \text{ (of) New Born Baby (at) Birth} = 2.34375 \text{ inches}
\]

\[
2.34375 + .78125 = 3.125 = \text{ M$’pie} = 3.125
\]

\[
234.375: \text{ Time} = \frac{3}{4} \text{ Time}
\]

\[
2,343.75: 15 \times 156.25 = 2,343.75 = \frac{3}{4} \text{ Price}
\]

23,437.50 ask Warren Buffet why

\[
23,437.50 \times 6 = 140.625 + 6,250 = \text{ Pro “S” ATH at $146,875}
\]

\[
\text{BRK.A* (ATH) at $146,875}
\]

World Record “Push up” to ATH in five: 5 Yr Cycle 2003 to 2008

75,000 to (almost) 150,000 at 140,625 then Pro “S” to 146,875

World Record Drop (like a “rock” in 40 trading days (from)

146,875 (-) 75,000 to 71,875

Murrey’s Harmonic Octave: 10,000

MM 1/8^{th} = Key C = 1,250
Whole Note: 1,250
MM 1/64^{th} Note: 156.25
MM 1/128^{th} Note: 78.125

All Reigning World Nations are conceived and born and grow powerful and start to fall set to Musical Spheres: Time: Eye of Horus dating back to 3,125 BC forward to 1 AD: + 17 Yr + 17 Yr Mars War Cycle set to Pi 3.14.*

Murrey’s Law of Pi (Pie) Time = 3,141 Days
\[x 2 = 1^{st} \text{ Binary Cycle} = 6,282 \text{ Days} = 17 \text{ Yr Cycle}
\]

Murrey’s Harmonic Fractal: .375: 37.50:
375: 3,750 \times 2 \text{ 6,250}
Murrey’s Sacred Square Root: .625: 6.25:
62.50: 625: 6,250
Murrey’s profit Pie: M$’pie = 3.125

Murrey’s Time Conception Time Square: set to Murrey’s master Square: 1,000 yr Cycle: Time 1/8^{th} = 125 Yrs
Murrey’s Conception Time 1/8^{th} set to 125 Years + 2^{nd} Binary Double Time (125) = 250 Yrs

125 = 12.50% \times 1.125\% = 140.625 \text{ Time} + 140.625 \text{ Time} = 281.25 \text{ Time}

1492 Oct 09^{th} + 281.25 = 1773 Dec.17: Boston Tea Party Birth of a Nation = USA = 13 States

Murrey’s Life Cycle of a nation set to Musical Pitch (inside) Murrey’s Master Time Square: 10,000

MM 1/8^{th} = 1,250 Yr Cycle, so 1/64^{th} Time Cycle = 156.25 Yr Cycle, so Time may be divided (down) into sub parts called semi tones of “Musical Notes:” 156.25 = 1/64^{th}: 78.125 = 1/128^{th} and so down into lower ranges: 39.0625: 19.53125, so all Murrey Math 5^{th} grade Logic Price and Time are related since Einstein proved Space and Time may move together or separately or at the same time in the same space based on Magnetic Inverted Polarization.*

*Study the El Nino’ water warming and cooling twisted band such as the DNA twists to form closed figure (8).

1773 Dec.17 + 156.25 Yr Cycle = 1929
Crash + 78.125 Yr Cycle = 2007 10.09 economic Crash


Democratic President Lyndon Johnson had to create the Great USA Welfare “free lunch” Society after the USA had grown + 156.25 + 39.0625 years into its being = 195.3125 = (1968 )Yr Cycle.*

Democratic President Lyndon Johnson had to create the Great USA Welfare “free lunch” Society after the USA had grown + 156.25 + 39.0625 years into its being = 195.3125 = (1968 )Yr Cycle.*

England (Born) 937.50 AD
MM Time Cycle Master Square: 1,000 Years: MM 1/8th = 125 Yrs x 7 = 875 Years
937.50 AD + 875 = 1812 AD (go figure)

1812 Bank (of) England bankrupted with “wrong” War of 1812 Ending “news” and British Bond Market Crashed with the help of the Rothschild Family who were supporting both wars and “leaked” the wrong ending and English wealthy were wiped out and Rothschild’s formed an alliance with British Crown to save the country’ rich people and set up a tax free haven (inside) London Town.*

*Every MBA Professor knows this to be true and accurate 100% as (just a part of) grown up business.

156.25 Time Cycle: MM 1/8th = 19.53125 Yr Cycle
156.25 + 19.53125 Yr Cycle = 175.78125
+ 19.53125 Time Cycle = 1st Binary Double = 195.3125 = 1968 AD

1968 = The Democratic Great Welfare Society Decline (after) Democratic President “recorded” 56,250 dead and wounded soldiers and “see” the largest single group of “dope” addicted university students turn to the

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>1st Perfect Number = ALL</th>
<th>Ratio.</th>
<th>Murray's Law of Inverse Squares: Roots Produces all future (exact) MM Trading Lines within 17, 18, 19 Harmonic Trading Octaves with Know More Fun Duh Montale needed when you set all Murray Math Price (to) end in either a Five or a Zero.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1st Binary Division</td>
<td>( \sqrt{x} )</td>
<td>.5 MM 1/2 Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>2nd Note: MM</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{2} )</td>
<td>.25 MM 1/4 Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/4 Note: MM</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{5} )</td>
<td>.125 MM 1/8 Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1/8th Note: MM</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{25} )</td>
<td>.0625 MM 1/16 Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.125</td>
<td>Harmonic Key C Vibration</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{.125} )</td>
<td>.03125 MM 1/32nd Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.3125</td>
<td>Double = 512</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{.3125} )</td>
<td>.015625 MM 1/64th Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.53125</td>
<td>19.53125 = MM Universal</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{19.53125} )</td>
<td>.0078 MM 1/128th Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Sq Root: X = .03125</td>
<td>381 and 38.1 = 3/8th Dow 30 Index Birth and 1929 ATH and 1932 nows</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{32} )</td>
<td>.00390625 MM 1/256th Note Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381</td>
<td>38.1 = 3/8th Dow 30 Index Birth and 1929 ATH and 1932 nows</td>
<td>( \frac{\sqrt{x}}{381} )</td>
<td>.001953125 MM 1/512 Note Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
university as its savior for those who couldn’t get off the couch to go and find a job much less go to school past 17 years old.

1968 Civil Rights Act

Every “Southern Democratic US Senator voted against Civil rights Act, but it was passed by Abraham Lincoln’s GOP (Republican) Party from its Birth: 1854 Oct 09th to free USA Slaves (American Indians: Blacks: Chinese: Whites) since anyone could own slaves except Jewish population.*

All Math formulas and Time set to Semitone Square Roots created with the noise of the Big Bang within 3.125 minutes out of Black Hole setting all “things” minimum growth to 12.50% then + 12.50% of the 1st 1.1250% then Binary Double additional 1.1250%, so we see and remember 12.50 + 1.5625% (1.5625) = 14.0625 then (+) 12.50% (1.5625%) = 15.625

USA Musical Time:

1773 Dec 17 + 156.25 Yr Cycle = MM 1/8th
1929
1929 + 19.53125 = 1948 Belfour Convention for Jewish Homeland
1948 + 19.53125 = 1968 Civil Rights Act = Great Poverty entitlement Society
1968 + 19.53125 = 1987 Crash with Dow 30 Index at 2,734.375*

USA made its 1st Binary Double: (to) 2,500 August 1987

MM Major 1/8th = 1,250 + 1,250 = Major MM Binary Double: 2,500
156.25 = 1/64th Note = Dow 30 Index at 2,656.25
2,656.25 + 1/128th Note: 78.125 =
2,734.375 Dow 30 Index ATH

Question: Since at markets are random by Nature, there is no way any market could ever “Stall out” up at 2,734.375: 23,437.50 or 27,343.75 or 46,875 or 146,875?

Answer: Food for thought or thoughts turned into action = profits, right?

09 11 1990 George Bush gave speech addressing need for “New World Order”
Sun’s 11 Yr Solar Isis Cycle: 1990 + 11 = 2001 0 11 NYC Twin Towers Attack

NYC Twin Towers “Bombed” buy plains on 09.11 2001

Grounds cleaned and replaced with “One World Order” Palace for International Rich Kuwait War with Iraq (ended) on 09 Oct 1990 = Start or End (of) 17 Yr Mars War Cycle

---

Our Univers Vibrates at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5,184</th>
<th>5,832</th>
<th>6,561</th>
<th>6,912</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arithmetical Implication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7,776</th>
<th>8,192</th>
<th>9,216</th>
<th>10,368</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MM Perfect Pitch 65.625

Billion BC
11 Oct 1990 End (of) Iraqi War to take over Kuwait
Oct 11 1990: Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75
Oct 09 1990: Nikkei 225 Index at 23,437.50:
Luck or coincidence?

Murrey’s 1st Musical Fraction (fractal)
Whole Note: 12.50
12.50 = Whole Note = MM 1/8th Octave
6.25 = ½ Note: = Minor 50% (of) Whole Note
12.50 + 6.25 = 18.75 = ¾ Time
18.75 divided by 1/8th = 2.343.75
2,343.75 = 2.34375 x 100 = 2,343.75
2,343.75 + 156.25 = 2,500 + 156.25
= 2,656.25 + 78.125 (1/128th Note) = 2,734.375
156.25 + 156.25 = 312.50 = M$pie = 312.50 + 78.125 = 390.625

09 Oct to 17th 1959: Nashville, Tennessee
T. Henning Murrey “saw” at 17 years old and “remembered” Murrey’s Sacred Square Root: .625.*

Murrey’s Sacred Square Root: also Musical Pitch Ratio: .625 x .625 = .390625

Murrey’s Law of Decimals: (to) the Right
3,906.25 x 3 = 11,718.75*
*11,718.75 was the price 2000 Jan 04th (near) end of Bill Clinton’s Reign toward Budget Surplus

*11,718.75 was the price on Jan 04 2000 “back tested” to Oct 11 1990 on the Start (End) of Mars War Cycle
2,343.75 x 5 = 11,178.75
Oct 09th 1990 Start 17 Yr GOP Cycle (back dated) to 1854 Birth
Dow 30 Index at 2,500 x 4 = 12,500 + 1.125% = 1,562.50 = 14,062.50
14,062.50 = End 17 Yr Cycle Started (back) Oct 09th 1990  
Oct 09th 1990 Dow 30 Index at 2,500 + (7) Whole Notes: 1,250 x 7 = 8,750 = 11,250 + ½ Note: 625 = 11,875  
11,875 Dow 30 Index ATH on Jan 14th 2000 as Bill Clinton was leaving office  
USA stock market went up (+) 375% when Bill Clinton was in office.*  
Democrats were (not) allowed to exit with + 375% tax free profits unless Bill and Hillary told them they should.  
1999: Federal Reserve Chief Alan Greenspan and Bill Clinton inflated the US

---

**MM Perfect Pitch 65.625 The Creation of the World Soul**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Completed progression</th>
<th>Falling pitch</th>
<th>Rising pitch</th>
<th>On po</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>768 864 so deduct</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>864 750 + 112.50</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>972 862.50 off by</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1024 1.5 forces</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1152 Musical Pitch</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>1296 1 divided by .5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>1458 out 17, 18, 19</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>1536 times produces</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>1728 every exact MM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>1944 Trading Line</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>2187 2,187.50 off by</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>2304 312.50</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>2916 2,187.50 x 6</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>C#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>3072 13,125</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>3456 + 1/2 Note 625</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>3888 + 1/4 Note: 312.50</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>4096 14,062.50 = 2007 Oct 09 ATH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>4374 Dow 30 Index</td>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>4608 6,562.50 off by</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>5184 312.50</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>5832</td>
<td>Eb</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>6144</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>6561 6,562.50 off by</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>6912</td>
<td>Db</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>7776</td>
<td>Bb</td>
<td>F#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>8748</td>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>G#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>9216</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
money supply to get ready for the “run on the US banks” which never came as a result of the lie: “all computers will fall back to 1990, so they set up “double books” to get ready for 09 11 2001 destroying Building # 07 with the real data on USA Economy.

1999: USA stock market display (over) 300 stocks priced almost up at $200.00 per share with 1406:1 PE Ratio.

1999: Federal Reserve Chief Alan Greenspan and Bill Clinton inflated the US Economy with new homes sales by rescinding the Glass Stiegel Act, so small banks could pass out free homes to poor people who were buying on the highs of the Dow 30 Index with falling Interest Rates and higher prices for Commodities, cars, houses and education.

153 Yr Free the Slaves “Fish” years Cycle Born 1854 July 4th to Oct 09th 1854 with Republican Party


7th USA President (from) Tennessee: Nashville and Hermitage: Andrew “Jackass” Jackson recorded the (only) USA surplus with no USA debt by opposing the large New York “bankers” who were charging poor people + 12.50% to 14.0625% or up to + 15.625% on short term loans.

Andrew Jackson predicted the USA “poor” citizens would be bankrupt forever if they had to pay NYS Interest Rates up at 15.625% or higher.

NYC “bankers” caused Stock market crash after he left office.

USA Economy is Bankrupt when USA treasury is paying out debts above 15.625 trillion and over 43.75% of every US dollar to cover the debt. Folks, enjoy, the rest of the way down to zero collapse. We can’t turn back now, sorry.

USA Dow 30 Index could fall down toward: 6,875: 6,562.50: 6,250: 5,625: 5,000: 4,687.50: 4,062.50 or 3,906.25

Murrey’s Debt Failure Prediction: Dow 30 Index could fall (-) 11,875 points down to 3,906.25*

Memory Failure: 1986
1986: Oct 09th the Dow 30 Index at 1,750 and it went up in (only) 11 months to 2,734.375 up + 56.25%.*
Yearly average = + 12.50% for Dow 30 Index and + 4.375% for Mutual Funds.

1987 Oct 09th T. Henning Murrey celebrated his 43rd Birthday and it was on Dow 30 Index 2,500.

USA Stock Brokerage Houses Experts (export) Bye and Hold Long term Random Guess Investing to Japan: 1973

Oct 09 1990: Japan: Tokyo: Nikkei 225 Index at 23,437.50
Oct 09 1990: USA: Dow 30 Index at 2,500
Oct 11 1990: USA: Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75
23,437.50 + 3,906.25 = 27,343.75

Murrey Math World Record (ore) Ko in see dense
Oct 11 1990 USA Dow 30 Index at 2,343.75
Dow 30 Index moves up + 390.625
1987 ATH Aug 25th Dow 30 Index at 2,734.375
1987: Oct 09th Nashville, Tennessee: S&P 500 Index at 312.50
1987 oct 09th the Dow 30 Index at 2,500
Oct 09 1990 Japan Nikkei 225 index at 23,437.50
Nikkei 225 Index moves up + 3,906.25

Murrey Math World Record (ore) Ko in see dense
Hot Dang: Hang Seng index: Jan 07 2008 price at 27,343.75
Hang Seng Index dropped down to 16,250
1987 ATH Dow 30 Index at 2,734.375 and it dropped to 1,625

Three World Markets were trading off the same MM Trading Lines
(just) move the decimal to the right: 2,734.375 to 27,343.75

Murrey's law of Decimals: 14.0625
14.0625: 140.625: 1,406.25: 14,062.50:
140,625
US 30 Yr Bond: ATH: 140.625 then made a Pro “S” up to 146.875
Crude Oil: ATH: 140.625 then made a Pro “S” up to 146.875
Dow 30 Index: ATH: 14,062.50 then went up + 156.25 points to 14,218.75
S&P 500 Index: ATH at 1,406.25 then it made a Pro “S” up at 1,562.50
Nat Gas: ATH: 14.0625 then it went up and made a pro “S” at 15.625
BRK.A: ATH: 140,625 then it went up and made at Pro “S” at 146,877

Plato’s World Soul Number: